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ABSTRACT 

The English coronation ceremony is an archaic and feudal remnant from the distant 
past that nevertheless holds the power to captiva,te and enthral citizens of the modem British 
state. Sociologists and anthropologists have examined this, and other forms of royal 
ceremonial, in the attempt to determine the nature of the relationship between the internal 
structure and symbolic meaning of ceremony, and the public's enthusiastic acceptance of 
both the medium and the message. The coronation has received little interest from the 
historical profession, however, and so there is a pressing need to examine the ceremony in 
relation to the historical context in which it was created. 

In this thesis, the coronation ceremony is examined in relation to the context of the 
1660-1821 period of British history, a time of change, conflict and crisis. It is 
demonstrated how the coronation was an important instrument of elite hegemony and 
reflected the nature and distribution of power in early modem English society. The form or 
structure of the coronation ceremony is explained in relation to the political and 
constitutional developments derming the relationship between the aristocracy and the 
monarchy in this period. Although this relationship was transfonned due to shifts in the 
preponderance of power shared by these institutions, the coronation never ceased to be a 
conservative fonn of ceremonial which was resilient to change and continually celebrated 
the status, traditional authority and leadership of the rulers of a hierarchical society. The 
preparation and performance of the ceremony also served the needs of the ruling oligarChy: 
the coronation was an elite and private ceremony that helped derme the solidarity of the 
rulers and, in all probability, contained little of significance for the middle and lower orders. 
The celebration of the coronation in English provincial centres also reveals the manner in 
which the coronation expressed the ideology of the civic elite and was meant to secure the 
acquiescence of the governed to the realities of elite hegemony. By the mid to late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, however, it appears that the nature and orientation 
of the coronation ceremony was being questioned by the middle and lower orders. The 
political, economic, and cultural transformation England underwent in this period 
undermined the traditional social relations between the rulers and the ruled, and the 
accompanying social tensions came to be expressed ou Coronation Day. By the Reform 
Act, the coronation was an instrument of elite hegemony which increasingly came to be 
challenged by the elements of society seeking a share of political power. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Two books were published in 1988 whis:h epitomize the two dominant modes of 

discourse concerned with understanding the role played by the monarchy in the modem 

British state. Tom Nairn's provocative work The Enchanted Glass: Britain and its Monarchy 

is the most recent addition to a long line of stodies, from both the Right and the Left, 

which take as their subject the anomalous survival of a medieval and aristocratic institution 

well into the twentieth centory.' The other book, John Cannon and Ralph Griffith's lively 

survey The Oxford lllustrated History of The British Monarchy. is a direct descendant of 

those works which offer histories of the institotion, biographies of monarchs and other 

notable personalities, and narrative accounts of important events.' Rather less well-served 

by these types of stodies of the British monarchy is the subject of royal ceremonial, a field 

of enquiry that has aimost exclusively been the domain of sociologists and anthropologists.' 

British royal ceremonial and ritual has received considerable attention from members of 

these disciplines, so much so that familiarity with the methodology and the theoretical 

disposition of each school of thought is necessary for a greater understanding of the various 

dimensions of royal ceremonial. 

Sociologists, led by Edward Shils and Michael Young: initially undertook the study 

of the ceremonial aspects of the British monarchy by recording and interpreting the public's 

response, solicited through public opinion surveys, to the coronation of Queen Elizabeth in 

1953. On the basis of that study, Shils and Young advocated that ceremonial occasions are 
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thoroughly communal experiences in which the collective sentiments and shared moral 

values agreed upon by society are upheld and reaffirmed in the course of a ritual honouring 

the cenlral agent of society's value system, the Sovereigu~ This interpretation of ceremonial 

occasions, influenced by the seminal work of Emile Durkheim: has been supported by J.O. 

Blumler and his colleagues at the University of.Leeds who studied the public's response to 

the Investiture of the Prince of Wales on I July 1969.' Their work suggests that a 

profound emotional commitment to the Monarchy, coupled with a general mood of good 

will, is generated by ceremonies such as the Investiture, creating an atmosphere in which 

certain fundamental social values - family solidarity and national pride - are reafIlI1Iled.· 

Shils and Young, followed by Blumler ~ 1Il, have championed a thesis maintaining that 

royal ceremonial has an integrative effect which negates the divisive forces existing in 

society. 

Other sociologists have a less optimistic opinion of the effects of royal ceremonial. 

Steven Lukes; for instance, criticizes Shils and Young and Blumler et al for employing too 

simple an interpretation of the Durkheimian thesis of social integration, an approach which 

iguores the possibility of socially-patterned divergences in the acceptance of allegedly 

"shared" moral values.'" Condemning the neo-Durkheimian view of ritual as "one-sided and 

uncritical," Lukes proposes that ritual plays a cognitive role because it serves to "organize 

people's knowledge of the past and present and their capacity to imagine the future" and 

thereby "helps to derme as authoritative certain ways of seeing society." 

I suggest, in short, that we should go beyond the somewhat Simplistic idea 
of political ritual expressing-producing-constituting value integration seen as 
the essence of social integration (which is the banal but widely applied 
aspect of Durkheim's theory) and take up instead the fertile idea that ritual 
has a cognitive dimension (this being, in any case, the central and original 
part of Durkheim's theory), though placing it (as Durkheim did not) within a 
class-structured, conflictual and pluralistic model of society. I believe this to 
be a more illuminating way of interpreting rituals than that of the neo-
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Durkheimians: it suggests tbat such rituals can be seen as modes of 
exercising, or seeking to exercise, power along the cognitive dimension. On 
this view, the explanandum ceases to be some supposed value integration, 
but rather the internalization of particular political paradigms or 
representations collectives ... " 

Lukes is suggesting tbat royal ceremonial does not play an integrative role and projects an 

expression of social consensus, but tbat it is a ctucial element of the "mobilization of bias" 

or set of beliefs and values which reinforce and perpetuate the dominant official models of 

social structure and interaction." 

The idea tbat ceremonial is a form of the "mobilization of bias" is one which 

anthropologists have recognized; their insistence upon studying ceremonial within its cultural 

context has led them to a more comprehensive understanding of pomp and power than tbat 

allowed for by the SOCiologists' decontextualized analysis of the rituals celebrating the 

British monarchy." Perhaps the most influential anthropologist in this regard is Clifford 

Geertz. He has suggested that the symbolic representation of power and power itself are 

quite often very similar indeed: 

At the political centre of any complexly organized society ... there is both a 
governing elite and a set of symboliC forms expressing the fact tbat it is in 
truth governing. No matter how democratically the members of the elite are 
chosen (usually not very) or how deeply divided among themselves they 
may be (usually much more than outsiders imagine), they justify their 
existence and order their actions in terms of a collection of stories, 
ceremonies, insignia, formalities, and appurtenances that they have either 
inherited or, in more revolutionary situations, invented. It is these - crowns 
and coronations, limousines and conferences - that mark the centre as centre 
and give what goes on there its aura of being not merely important but in 
some odd fashion connected with the way the world is built. The gravity of 
high politics and the solemnity of high worship spring from liker impulses 
than might IITst appear." 

The influence of Geertz's interpretation of the relationship between power and pomp 

permeates nse Hayden's anthropological study of the British monarchy (Symbol and 

Privilege: The Ritual Context of British Royalty (1987», a work in which she asserts tbat 
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iconography and royal symbolism both reflects and serves to entrench a hierarchical social 

system. Hayden f"mds that royal symbolism is so potent because it is seductive; it elicits 

admiration and deference for the upper class from a much larger, potentially powerful but 

disadvantaged social group. The symbolism of ceremonial is not only one of the cosmetics 

of power, but is also an iustrument of rule." , 

Hislorians have increasingly turned their attention to the examination of British royal 

ceremonial in recent years.'" David Carmadine has emerged as the premier theorist and 

spokesperson for the discipline." Cannadine f"mds that the function of royal ceremonial -

whether the ritual creates consensus or conflict, community or hierarchy - cannot be 

determined without establishing the historical context in which the ceremony took place. 

Since the meaning of ceremony can change profoundly as the nature of the historical 

context itself changes, a strong sense of the particnlarities of the society and of the nature 

of the ceremonial's performance is required." In regard to the context in which ceremony 

is prodllCed, Cannadine recommends that historians devote their energies to the exploration 

of a reasonably long span of time in order to ascertain the evolution and development of 

ceremonial in relation to the changes in the political and social system of the society being 

studied. The historian's primary task must be to understand the working of ceremonial in 

society. Attention must also be given to the changing nature of the performance of royal 

ceremonial because, as Cannadine indicates, the substance and execution of ceremony must 

change to reflect the evolving nature and distribution of power in society." 

The type of British royal ceremonial which has received the most attention from 

sociologists, anthropologists and historians alike is, understandably, the august and ancient 

coronation ceremony. Characteristic of the work e)<amining the coronation ceremony is a 
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disregard for the type of critical analysis advocated by Cannadine. Sociologists have 

generally neglected to interpret the impact of the ceremony in a historical context. 20 

Anthropologists have fared a little better, but tend to examine the ceremony primarily in 

terms of its internal structure. The meaning of the coronation derived is necessarily a static 

and romanticized one: it is found to be a timeI:ss and essentially uncbanging ceremony, 

seemingly immune to the forces of historical cbange and agency." Even the historians of 

the coronation favour the ceremonial aspects at the expense of historical context.22 

ExceptiODS to this tendency are Percy E. Schramm's A History of the EngHsh Coronation 

(London 1937) and B. Wilkinson's The Histmy of the Coronation (London 1953), engaging 

and important initial studies that are, nevertheless, too cursory to adequately examine the 

coronatioo ceremonial in the manner envisioned by Cannadine. If it is to be interpreted 

fully, and its meaning best comprehended, the coronation ceremony must be investigated in 

relation to its specific political, constitutional, social, economic and cultural milieu. 

Attention must especially be given to both the elements of cbange and continuity within the 

coronatioo if we are to understand this ceremony in terms of its historical context, a context 

which demanded either the adaptation of, or strict adherence to, this traditional ceremony." 

1 propose to initiate a redress of these deficiencies by investigating the context and 

development of the coronation ceremony from the Restoration of Charles II in 1660 to the 

coronation of George IV in 1821, a period of time in which Britain underwent considerable 

political, constitutional, economic, social and cultural transformation. In Chapter I, the 

evolution of the form of the coronation ceremony is examined in relation to the tumultuous 

political and constitutional developments of the period. Particular emphasis is placed upon 
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the changing nature of the relationship existing between the monarchy and the aristocracy,' 

and the manner in which the major elements of the ceremony were adapted to reflect the 

varying distribution of power in the ruling class. It is demonstrated how the coronation 

ceremony was, in fact, a very conservative form of royal ceremonial because it was 

remarkably resilient to change and adaptation a,nd consistently celebrated the ideology, 

hegemony and solidarity of the ruling elite. We turn in Chapter n to the preparation, 

performance and significance of the coronation ceremony. The coronation is revealed to 

have been intended for an elite audience, ineptly executed, and of limited appeal to a wider 

public. The ruling oligarchy, which endeavoured to keep the coronation as private and as 

elite in nature as possible throughout the period, is found to have especially redoubled its 

efforts to maintain control of the ceremony once criticism of its preparation and 

performance of the ceremony intensified during the political, social and economic 

transformation beginning during the mid-eighteenth century. The contentious issue of 

whether or not the coronation was to be of significance to society in general can be 

discerned in the form and performance of the civic ceremonies held in celebration of the 

coronation. Chapter m, based on the study of coronation day celebrations in representative 

English towns, reveals how previously shared assumptions about the role ceremonial played 

in the forging of community relations became untenable once the social, economic and 

cultural gap between the patrician and plebian classes widened in the rnid-eighteenth to 

early-nineteenth centuries. By 1821 it is evident that the ruling class was determined that 

celebrations of the coronation be employed only to reflect its power, autliority, status and 

solidarity, and not acknowledge the status of the other social ranks in a realistic manner. 

• By the term "aristocracy," I refer to both the peerage specifically, and the landed interest in 
English society. (For a discussion of the varying definitions of !his term, see: John Cannon, 
Aristocratic rea\UIY (Cambridge 1984), Chapter I). 
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lbrough an examination of the fonn, preparation and perfonnance of the coronation 

ceremony and coronation celebrations in their historical context, this thesis demonstrates the 

manner in which an entrenched ru1ing elite used ceremonial to communicate its hegemony 

and help preserve its position in the social hierarchy, and how dissatisfaction with this 

practice inevitably led the less-privileged ranks Of society to use Coronation Day as an 

occasion on which to vividly dramatize the fissures, tensions and conflicts which 

underpinned English society in this period. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE FORM OF THE ENGLISH CORONATION CEREMONY: 
THE CORONATION AS A CONSERVATIVE CEREMONY 

The English coronation has most often been interpreted in the twentieth century as 

an unchanging rite, descended from time immemorial, by which the authority of the 

sovereign is ritually legitimized by representatives of the Church and State. It confmns the 

mOllllICh's place at the apex of society and the preeminent position granted the aristocracy 

and the Church in the social hierarchy. The coronation is believed to consecrate the 

monarchy's sovereignty and the aristocracy and the Church's privilege, underscoring the 

interdependence of the three groups and the principle of hereditary succession perpetuating 

their status as the traditional ruling elite.' This is, of course, a romanticized view of the 

coronation, one which does not recognize the dynamics of the struggle for power within the 

ranks of the elite nor the manner in which political institutions, and the ceremonial that 

celebrates them, are transformed in the process. Attention must be given to the historical 

context in which ceremonies such as the coronation were developed if the deepest levels of 

meaning are to be exposed and the slightest changes in the form of the ceremony 

understood. 

The historical context of the coronation ceremonies of the Restoration and eighteenth 

century can be characterized as one of change, conflict and crisis. It will be demonstrated 

in this chapter how adaptation of the form, or the structure and arrangement of the 

component parts, of the coronation ceremony can be accounted for in this period by an 
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extremely dynamic historical milieu. The form of the coronation ceremony went through 

three distinct phases of development in this period, each phase reflecting the shifting 

constitutional basis underpinning the relationship between the monarchy and the aristocracy.' 

The Ill'st stage, as understood in the context of the restitution of the monarchy and the 

aristocracy in 1660, is characterized by a carefuJ adherence to tradition as witnessed by the 

form of the coronation of Charles II in 1661. In attempting to emulate the coronations of 

the early Stnart monarchs, ceremonies hased, in turn, on the form of the Liber Regalis of 

1307, the form of Charles Irs coronation is a genuine reflection and reinforcement of the 

stability and consensus characterizing the relationship between the monarchy and the 

aristocracy at the Restoration.' The second and third stages of development occur in the 

1685-89 period, a time of rapid political and constitutional transition: the status quo of 1660 

and 1661 is, in turn, upset by the absolutism' of James II and redef'med by the aristocratic-

sponsored establisbrnent of constitutional monarchy in 1689. The different form of the 

1685 and 1689 coronations reflect this shift in the balance of power from the monarchy to 

the aristocracy. The failure of the coronation to evolve beyond its 1689 form, despite the 

tremendous social, cultural and economic transformation of English society during the course 

of the eighteenth century, can be explained by the hegemony of the aristocracy in the 

aftermath of the Revolution of 1688. The form of the post-Revolution coronation ceremony 

was essentially unaltered until the consecration of William IV because it gave expression to 

the ideals of stability and hierarchy safeguarded by the political and constitutional 

arrangement between the aristocracy and the monarchy emanating from the Settlement of 

1689. When stndied in light of the evolving relationship existing between the aristocracy 

• By the tenn "absolutism" is meant the sheer magnitude of power thaI the monarch employs in 
an altempllo rule independently of Parliament or of a dominant patty prepared 10 suppon the monarch's 
policies. For a useful discussioo of the delinition of absolutism, see James Daly, ''The Idea of Absolute 
Monarchy in the Seventeenth-Century," The Historical Journal 21.2 (1978): 227-50. 
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and !he monarchy from 1660 to 1821, !he coronation ceremony can be characterized as a 

conservative ceremony because its form continuously legitimized and celebrated !he status 

quo forged between !he two groups constituting !he elite of Restoration and Eighteenth-

century English society. 

The tmditional form of the coronation of Charles II foreshadowed later developments 

in the process of restoration which eventually reestablished the institutions of State and 

Church to !heir former position of preeminence. On both counts !he role of Charles's 

statesmanship proved to be instrumental. Although he is reputed to have been disinterested 

in ideological and religious issues, Charles was prudent enough to realize !hat the stability 

of his reign depended upon a gesture of loyalty to the Anglican establishment.' This, 

coupled wi!h his proclivity for religious toleration, allowed for !he reestablishment of the 

Church of England as the State Church without the rampant persecution of Catholics and 

Dissenters.' Similarly, the manner in which Charles asserted himself at Breda insured that 

sovereignty was unconditionally restored to !he Crown.' Charles's considerable prerogative 

powers made him "the centre of power, !he fountain of liberty and privilege, !he source of 

favour," a position of authority relished by a monarch who believed he ruled his subjects by 

divine right. 7 1n addition, !he reestablishment of personal rule ensured the restoration of the 

aristocracy to their hereditary place as the leaders of local and national life. 

Through the prerogative, England was to return to its settled and "natural" course of 
government, in the hands of its natural rulers the king was once again at the apex, 
and in a spreading pyramid of power which neatly mirrored !he nation's social 
structure, nobles and gentlemen once again sat in parliament, officiered the 
lieutenancies and staffed !he commissions of the peace.' 

The great enthusiasm for the return of !he King in 1660 demonstmted !he political nation's 

acceptance of the restoration of !he monarchy, !he House of Lords and !he Anglican Church 
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and the return to a stable and harmonious state of affairs after the strife and uncertainty of 

the htterregnum. 

The unique circumstauce of the Restoration, the return of the Stuart line and its 

supporters to power after a period of banisbmept, demanded that the coronation ceremony of 

Charles n on 23 April 1661 be as traditional in form as possible; A thorough examination 

of the form of the coronation of Charles n will reveal how the ceremony celebrated the 

legitimacy of the ruling order through imagery communicating the superiority of society's 

traditional hereditary rulers and of the hierarchic system they led. ,. 

That the 1661 coronation was planned according to precedent is immediately 

apparent in the revival of the progress or cavalcade from the Tower of London to Whitehall 

the day before the coronation." This aspect of the coronation ceremonies, fIrst established 

by Richard n," was signifIcant for two distinct reasons. First of all, the progress through 

the streets of London and Wesbninster displayed the sovereign to his people." Long 

stripped of its former semi-ecclesiastical character, the late seventeenth-century cavalcade to 

Whitehall was a triumphal royal progress which appears to have exemplifIed the new 

monarch's power, the splendour of his Court and his preeminence in society!' Secondly, 

the progress afforded an occasion during which the uppermost degrees of the social 

hierarchy were made clearly distinct." Members of the social elite who accompanied 

Charles on his progress included representatives of the royal household, the peerage, and the 

judiciary, and the Great OffIcers of State, the Princes of the Blood and the newly created 

Knights of the Bath." The very magnifIcent and well-received progress revived by Charles 

n was rendered all the more effective and popular due to its contrast with the austerity of 

puritau rule." 
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The ceremony of Coronation Day began the next morning with the elevation of the 

king in Westminster Hall. The ceremony commenced as the nobility and members of the 

royal household, the judiciary and representatives of the City of London filed into the Hall, 

according to degree." Once the King had been ,ushered in, attended by the four Great 

Officers of State, the Garter King at Arms and Black Rod, the ceremonial elevation took 

place." The elevation signified the assent of the Lords temporal to the choice of the 

sovereign to be consecmted that day." Only after the election has occurred, perfonned by 

the Great Officers of State and witnessed by representatives of the social elite, may the 
- . 

ceremonial proceed with the delivery of The Swords and Spurs." 

The religious counterpart to this secular ceremony was the delivery of the regalia by 

the Dean and Prebends of Westminster Abbey. Mter the presentation of The Swords, the 

procession bearing the regalia from the Abbey was conducted through the main entrance of 

the Hall. Three reverences were observed during the solemn procession up the Hall to the 

throne. Upon reaching the foot of the throne, each Prebendary, on bent knee, surrendered 

his piece of regalia to the Dean who delivered it to the Lord High Constable. When all of 

the regalia had been laid on the table before the King by the Lord Great Chamberlain, the 

Dean and Chapter of Westminster retired to the lower end of the Hall." 

Support of the new sovereign on the part of the Church and State was signified by 

the procession that then fonned and departed for the coronation ceremony in the Abbey." 

Immediately after the delivery of the regalia, appointed representatives approached the 

throne to receive the regalia for transference to the Abbey." The procession then set out 

with great fanfare, watched by the people of London who thronged the route." Whereas 
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the progress from the Tower was secular in nature, the coronation procession was very 

solemn and religious; the coronation service itself "may be said to have begun when the 

procession starts on its way to the Abbey. ,," Of particular interest is the social standing of 

the participants who took pan in the procession. They constitute a veritable cross-section of 

the social elite because among them were repr~entatives of the King's household, the City 

of London, the judiciary and the exchequer, the Privy Council, the Dean and Chapter of 

Westminster Abbey and other representatives of the Anglican Church, and the peerage. 

Also taking part were the members of the College of Arms (Pursuivants, Heralds, Provincial 

Kings and the Earl Marshall), the Lord Great Chamberlain, the Lord High Steward and the 

Lord High Constable, the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod, the Barons of the Cinque 

Ports bearing their canopy and the Gentlemen and the Grooms of the Bed Chamber.:r7 The 

poSition of this elite as the traditional and hereditary leaders of English society was 

demonstrated to the people as they watched the well-adorned and colourful participants pass 

by in the presence of the new sovereign. 

Although it is primarily a solemn religious service, the coronation ceremony has 

both religious and secular significance: it is a "service of election, of confirmation of the 

people's choice, and of consecration and dedication of the sovereign to the service of god 

and his peoples."" Accordingly, it is possible to note in its general structure the 

representation of the relationship between the sovereign and the civil and ecclesiastical 

polity of England." In examining the major sections of the ceremony - the Introduction 

(the recognition and the Oath); the Anointing; the Investment; and, the Enthroning and the 

Homage'" - it will be revealed how the traditional form of the 1661 coronation service 

served to suggest the legitimization of the co-existence and interdependence that 

characterized the consensual relationship between the monarchy, the aristocracy and the 
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Anglican Church after the Restoration. 

The nrst part of the 1otroduction, the Recognition, consists of the proclamation and 

presentation of the sovereign by the Archbishop of Canterbury, assisted by the Lord 

Chancellor, the Lord Great Chamberlain, the Lord High Constable and the Earl Marshall." 

The recognition, expressing both the people's ratiIlcation of the sovereign's prior election 

and their voluntary allegiance to the new mler, functions as a check on the sovereign's 

claim to his hereditary right to the throne." 10 1661 Charles was presented as "the rightful 

lnheritour of the Crown of this Realm" and the people were asked if "they were willing to 

do their Homage, Service and Bounden Duty to Him." Only after the people had "signilled 

their willingness, by Loud Shouts and Acclamations"" did the Archbishop have the authority 

to proceed to hallow, invest and crown the new sovereign.34 

The second phase of the 1otroduction is the Oath, whereby the sovereign commits 

himself to a relationship with his people through the pledging of a solemn and binding 

promise." Ashmole records that the 1661 Oath sworn to by Charles II was "the usual 

Oath of his Progenitors,"" an indication of the conscious attention to detail and precedence 

exercised by his coronation committee. The Oath encapsulated the nature of the status quo 

at the Restoration. Charles II swore he would: 

confirm the Laws of the People, and Namely the Franchises granted to the Clergy 
by Saint Edward the Confessor; to maintain the Gospel established in the Kingdom; 
to keep Peace; execute Justice, aod grant the Commons their rightful Customs." 

Together, the Oath and the Recognition were an acknowledgement on the part of the 

monarchy, and the aristocracy and the Chun:h, of the mutual responsibilities and privileges 

defnting the relationship into which they were entering. 
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The second major division of the ceremony is the Anointing, arguably the most 

sacred step in the sovereign becoming the monarcb." Both the religious and civil 

significance of this rite can be noted. On the one band, the Anointing bas great religious 

significance because it sets the sovereign apart and sanctifies him; be "becomes the 

privileged recipient of the special gift of the Hdly Spirit. ",. On the other hand, through the 

Anointing the sovereign receives God's sanction to rule justly, a sentiment which ecboes the 

coronation Oath: 

Kings have a beavy duty entrusted by God, demanding and deserving His especial 
grace; but a monarch's duty is stiU that of serving God througb service to His 
people; it is not, and never can be, the expression of absolute power." 

Unction is another act which helps define the consensual relationship celebrated by the 

coronation ceremony. 

Immediately following the Anointing, the sovereign is invested with the symbols of 

the kingly office. Although eacb item of the regalia symbolizes a certain aspect of 

kingship, every one in some way contributes to the outward assumption of the royal 

dignity." The most significant piece of the regalia is St. Edward's Crown. and the 

crowning of the sovereign. accompanied by the peers placing their coronets upon their 

heads, symbolizes that the elite has given their sanctiou to the consecration of the 

monarch. 4l 

Next, the monarch is enthroned and receives the Fealty and Homage of his 

ecclesiastical and civil subjects accordingly." It is crucial to note that in no way do the 

acts of fealty and bomage represent the submission of the subject 10 tbe monarcb. This is 

apparent in the kiss the prelate or noble bestows upon the monarch' s cheek. a symbol of the 

state of union and agreement they have entered into with their lord." This pledging of 
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allegiance to the monarch indicates that the prelates and peers support the monarchy, that 

they have an important stake in the responsibility for the welfare of the State that the 

monarch has assumed.'" The acts of Fealty and Homage are therefore another aspect of the 

coronation ceremonial legitimizing the interdependence of the monarchy and the elite in the 

management of the nation. 

Following Holy Communion and the conclusion of the service, the newly 

consecrated monarch was conducted back, by procession, to Westminster Hall for the 

Banquet and Challenge." These ceremonies were chiefly feudal in origin and served, like 

the procession from the Tower and the Coronation Procession, to express the social 

supremacy of the elite. The concern for hierarchy is apparent in the seating arrangements 

(the King sat at an elevated table with the peerage, ecclesiastical officials and other 

dignitaries seated helow, according to degree) and in tbe ceremonial of serving the first 

course (the feast was carried in, by participants ranked according to degree, by procession. 

while the honour of waiting upon the monarch was granted to tbe most senior members of 

tbe elite and to tbose who held various hereditary offices to perform specific services).'" 

The privilege to attend tbe banquet and to perform a service was jealously guarded and 

coveted." 

A1tbough the 1661 ceremony primarily served, like previous coronations, to 

consecrate tbe power and autbority of tbe monarch, it was also a ceremony emphasizing tbe 

role played by tbe aristocracy and the Church in derming the status quo of tbe Restoration. 

On tbe one hand, then, the monarchy's status at tbe apex of English society was celebrated 

by tbe progress from tbe Tower, the grace God heslOwed upon him tbrough tbe Anointing. 

and his secular supremacy as signified by the coronation itself. On the other hand, the 
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position of the elite as the traditional rulers of society was demonstrated by the aristocracy's 

elevation of the monarch in Westminster Hall, their participation in the coronation 

procession and attendance at the banquet, and their role in the coronation service, and by 

the ecclesiastical officials' performance of the solemn coronation rites. What is truly 

significant about the 1661 coronation ceremony, however, is the emphasis placed, throughout 

the ceremonial, on Ihe solidarity and consensus of the ruling elite and Ihe monarchy and Ihe 

validity of hierarchy. We see this especially in Ihe Recognition, where the elite, on the 

behalf of Ihe people, confIrm the election of Ihe new sovereign; in the Oalh, where the 

monarch swears to rule all his people justly; and, in the swearing of fealty and homage, 

where each party pledges to assist the olher in the maintenance of Ihe nation. The 

coronation ceremony did not, therefore, only legitimize Ihe authority of the monarch, but 

also legitimized Ihe privilege of the elite to share in this responsibility. Charles U's 

coronation in 1661 primarily achieved this statement of Ihe interdependence of Ihe monarchy 

and the elite by employing traditional ceremonial dating to the fourteenth century, 

ceremonial which had always expressed Ihe social superiority of the elite and their right and 

obligation to participate in Ihe maintenance of the nation's stability and security. 

Charles II, who allowed Ihe Cavalier Parliament to sit for most of the early part of 

his reign, and then ruled wilhout Parliament after Ihe Exclusion Crisis, demonstrated that the 

late Stuart monarchs were very powerful if they used Iheir remaining prerogative powers to 

good effect." It seems that James II came to his throne determined to make royal authority 

absolute. He believed he could accomplish this goal: he was a diligent monarch wilh a 

high standard of personal conduct, and because, according to his autocratic temperament, he 

believed Ihat Ihe monarchy was a sacred institution solely entrusted wilh Ihe conduct of 

government.'" Events of the early months of his reign proved James's convictions right; his 
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reign began on a secure basis for his IIfSt Parliament voted him a revenue of £2 million per 

annrrm (more than any previous Stuart monarch) and because the country was essentially 

peaceable, still fearful of any renewal of civil war." James used his hold on power to 

promote his dearest cause, Catholicism. A devout Catholic since 1669, James saw the 

promotion of Catholicism as a sacred trust best, fulfilled through the kingly office. Hoping, 

at the very least, to reestablish Catholicism on an equal footing with Anglicanism, James 

used his prerogative powers as a means to an end." The consensus of the Restoration was 

destroyed because James exercised his prerogative powers at the expense of Parliament and 

the aristocracy, and because he threatened the security of Anglicanism through his zealous 

promotion of the Church of Rome. 

James's abuse of his prerogative powers and his gnardianship of Catholicism were 

not tolerated for long. The unprecedented abuse of the monarchy's suspending and 

dispensing powers, the maintenance of a standing army without Parliament's consent and the 

purging of the Lord-Lieutenancies, the commissions of the peace and the borough 

corporations in order to create a hand-picked and subservient Parliament represented a far 

more serious threat to the balance of power between the monarchy and the aristocracy than 

was foreshadowed by the closing years of Charles's reign or by the convictions James held 

when he assrrmed the throne." The Revolution of 1688 is now commonly interpreted by 

historians to have been a conservative, reactionary rearguard action mounted by an 

aristocracy opposed to a "radical" monarch whose extension of royal power came at the 

expense of traditional aristocratic liberties and privileges." James's assertion of Catholicism 

should not, however, be underestimated as a motivating factor for what transpired in 1688. 

W.A. Speck has recently claimed that the issue of James's religious policies worried many 

of his subjects to the same extent as his absolutism." Both issues deserve equal 
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consideration because the restriction of the monarchy's power in favour of the preponderance 

of power held by Parliament and the aristocracy, and the reassertion of Anglicanism as the 

State religion, were both primary features of the Settlement of 1689." 

The development of the form of the coronation ceremony in its second and third 

phases reflects the historical context of the 1685 to 1689 period as the balance of power lay 

rust with the monarchy, and then with Parliament and the arislOcracy. In both instances, 

the adaptation of the 1661 ceremony, especially in regard to the Recognition, the Oath and 

the Communion service, demonstrates a conscious desire on the part of the dominant group 

in government to remodel the ceremony so that it communicated the prevailing ideological 

outlook. 

The revision of the coronation ceremony ordered by James reflected the desire of a 

monarch to rule absolutely, and one who sought to establish Catholicism as the nation's 

religion." In the fIrst place, James dispensed with the extremely popular progress from the 

Tower, claiming it would make too great a demand on the royal purse." Although this 

omission achieved a great reduction in the overall length of the ceremony," the abolishment 

of the progress deprived the aristocracy of an opportunity to demonstrate their rightful place 

in the ruling elite. James II's decision to forgo the progress Can therefore be interpreted as 

an appropriate step for a monarch aspiring to rule independently of the aristocracy to take. 

Archbishop Sancroft's extensive revision of the coronation service itself, the first 

substantial redrafting of the rites since 1307," clearly demonstrates James's constitutional 

and religious position. The most significant change was the omission of the Communion 

service altogether, a measure designed to circumvent the diffiCulties arising from a devout 
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Catholic monarch laking Communion from the hands of a Protestant bishop." James's 

desire to rule absolutely is reflected in the revised form of the prayer which originally 

blessed the ornaments of investment. Whereas in 1661 the archbishop asked God 10 "bless 

this Kingly ornament," Sancroft asked God to "bless this thy Servant James our King;" the 

traditional blessing of the regalia had been tranSformed into an unprecedented blessing of 

the king himself." Interestingly, the oath remained unchanged. It may be argued, even 

given the context, that it did not require alteration. The promise to "cause Law, Justice and 

Discretion in Mercy and Truth, to be Executed in all your Judgments" may be interpreted 

by an absolute monarch in any manner he chooses, just as a Catholic could argue Ihat "the 

Lawes, Customs and Franchises Granted to the Clergy by the Glorious King St. Edward" 

referred to the Church of Rome, not the Anglican Church." The ambiguous wording of 

the traditional oath preempted the mutilation of that aspect of the ceremony. 

The revisions of 1685 were so extensive the committee appointed to create the 1689 

order found that they could not merely adopt the 1661 order." Further revision was 

absolutely necessary if the 1689 order was 10 reflect the newly acquired power of the 

aristocracy and Parliament and the security of the Anglican Church. 

Parliament's new status of superiority over the monarchy is given expression in two 

places in the 1689 order." The first occurs in the Recognition: the words "the Rightful 

Inheritor of the Crown of this Realm" are substituted by the phrase "undoubted King and 

Queen of the Realm." In addition, the people are asked to do "Homage and Service" to the 

new monarchs, not the "Homage, Service and Bounden Duty" required of them by previous 

coronation orders." These revisions not only reflect Parliament's power 10 set the 

succession, but also, in 1689, the nature of the dual succession of William and Mary as co-
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monarchs.'" The second expression of Parliament's newly established power comes in the 

provision allowing the members both Houses to view the monarchs during the Anointing. 

Prior to 1689, four Knights of the Garter held a canopy so that this rite was obscured from 

view. In the 1689 order, the coronation order directed that unction be visible to aU, a 

symbol of Parliament's authority in religious and political matters~ 

Other revisions in the 1689 order reflect the defense of Anglicanism as the religion 

of England. In 1661, the communion followed the coronation ceremony. The entire 1689 

coronation ceremony was encased by Dr. Henry Compton within the communion service so 

that the monarch was compelled to take communion at the hands of the same person who 

anointed him, preventing a repetition of the 1685 coronation." In addition, the crowning, 

now made the Imal and principle act of investment, was followed by the solemn 

presentation of the Bible to the sovereign as "the most valuable thing that this World 

affords," a reminder for the monarch to rule in accordance with the teachings of the Church 

of England.'" 

The new Oath, created by Act of Parliament (1 Will. & Mary, c. 6), is the clearest 

indication that the 1689 coronation order celebmted the ascendency of the aristocracy and 

the Anglican Church. The Oath was rewritten so that any further attacks by the monarchy 

on the Church of England could be prevented: the monarch swore to maintain "the 

Protestant Reformed Religion Established by Law." The Oath also expressed the new 

principle that sovereignty resided in the King in Parliament: the king promised to "govern 

the People of the Kingdome of England, and the Dominions thereto belonging, according to 

the statutes in Parliament agreed on, and ye Laws and Customs of ye same. «" The Oath, 

by expressing the supremacy of the statutes, of common law, of Parliament, the Anglican 
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forged between the monarchy and the aristocracy in 1689. 
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The coronation ceremony, after two revisions in the space of four years, underwent 

no major revision in the next 132 years. The cpronation orders of Queen Anne and the 

first four Hanoverian monarchs were all patterned after the 1689 coronation order. Besides 

the revision of some of the anthems, the only revisions of note occurred in the Oath, but 

these did not change the meaning of the oath established in Parliament in 1689 and so do 

not constitute a new recension." Some of the revisions to the oath reflect England's 

changing political status in the eighteenth century: the first section of the oath referring to 

the "Dominions" was altered to account for the Acts of Union with Scotland and Ireland.73 

Other minor alterations merely emphasize the supremacy of Parliament and the Anglican 

Church already expressed in the 1689 oath. The Hanoverian monarchs were required to 

take the oath and affIx their signatures to it, while Anne and George I and George II made 

an additional declaration against Transubstantiation, the Invocation of Saints and the 

sacru.ce of the Mass." 

Row can the continuous use of one form of the coronation ceremony over a 132 

year period be accounted for, especially since t1rree separate forms of the ceremony were 

used between 1661 and 16891 The coronation ceremony of the eighteenth century remained 

fundamentally unaltered because the relationship between the aristocracy and the monarchy 

established by the Settlement of 1689 remained stable. 

Coming after a long period on silence on the issue of the English elite in the 

eighteenth century, recent research establishes that the post-1689 era was, to use John 
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Cannon's teon, an "aristocratic century." This body of research portrays the aristocracy as 

enjoying near social, economic and political superiority." The basis of aristocratic power is 

found to have resided in the countryside, on their large estates." The country house and 

estate not only reflected the power and grandeur of the landed family but was also the 

"centre of a considerable complex of social and .business responsibilities" through which the 

aristocrat exacted and preserved deference." As the century progressed, the financial 

situation of the aristocracy improved," allowing them to make greater contributions to the 

economic development of the country." The aristocracy's political power also originated in 

the countryside, in the control of local affairs. _ Aristocratic control of the local 

governmental system stemmed from the management of the county, borough and parish 

authorities who effectively supervised local affairs." Patronage was the means allowing the 

aristocracy to control national government. This was accomplished in two ways: the 

aristocracy routinely filled House of Commons seats with their own nominees (usually 

family or closely connected clients);" their grasp of the senior positions of authority in the 

cabinet, the armed forces, the judiciary, the civil service and the Church enabled this group 

to manage all other aspects of government." Aristocratic social, economic and political 

hegemony remained foonidable until well into the nineteenth century. 

The aristocracy did not stand alone, however. The power of the Crown, according to 

J.c.n. Clark, should not be underestimated." He notes that the court was still the centre of 

politics. Royal favour and the promise of nomination to offICe were prizes the members of 

the aristocracy fought over, allowing the crown to exercise political influence in the House 

of Lords. The outcome of 1689 was not total domination by the two Houses of Parliament: 

a stronger Parliament was matched by a stronger monarchy. Clark concedes that Parliament 

may have impinged upon the Crown's powers, but it did not assume them all. Clark 
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demonstrates that the monarchy's fmancial position actually improved in the eighteenth 

century (particularly in the reigns of George I and George II), and that the Crown retained 

control over foreign policy until the decade following the American Revolution. Real, 

effective "limited" monarchy, Clark concludes, only became a realiIy after 1832.'" 

Clark suggests that the new co-existence and interdependence of the aristocracy and 

the monarchy established in 1689 found expression in the ideology of patriarchalism." This 

doctrine espoused the values of traditional hereditary authoriIy, hierarchical social structure 

and deference, and w,as well-served by the Church of England with its teaching empbasis on 

obedience, bumiliIy and reverence for social superiors, and the primacy of a social system 

premised on order, rank and degree. Patriarcbalism was the product, Oark concludes, of an 

"old society" and its dominant institutions: the monarchy, the aristocracy and the Church of 

England. The post -1689 coronation, by expressing the values of patriarchalism, was but one 

of the ways in which the ruling elite's ideology was communicated to the people. 

The 1660-1821 period is Iypically interpreted to consist of a turbulent early period, 

followed by the gradual establishment of political stability. The adaptation of the 

coronation ceremony reflects the political and constitutional temper of the period because it 

underwent a great number of significant changes in 1685 and 1689, but then remained 

consistent in form until 1831. It is this consistency of form in the eighteenth century, not 

the transformation of the later seventeenth century, that is truly Significant because it 

underlines the essentially conservative nature of the coronation. The coronation ceremony is 

a conservative Iype of ceremonial in two distinct, though related, ways. First, the 

coronation ceremony was conservative because its fonn was highly resistant to change and 

adaptation. In many respects, the coronation ceremony is characterized by continuity as 
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much as it is by change. Between 1661 and 1821, only the progress from the Tower 

disappears entirely. All the other changes, for example to the oath, the recognition and the 

investment, are relatively minor and are changes in degree, not kind. The essential 

traditional essence of every stage in the coronation ceremony is retained throughout the 

period. This helps account for the second sense in which the coronation ceremony can be 

considered a conservative ceremony: it always expressed the ideology of the aristocracy and 

the monarchy, the ruling elite. The three phases in the development of the ceremony 

corresponded to shifts in the relationship amongst the elite's elements. Although the 

coronation underwent adaptation so as to represent the new form of that relationship, the 

ceremony never stopped celebrating both elements of the elite and it certainly never took 

account of any other social group or ideology. The coronation was in this sense a 

conservative ceremony because it continued to express the ideals of hierarchy, traditional 

hereditary rulers and deference underpinning the elite's social standing, and for this reason 

the coronation ceremony was a potentially formidable weapon in the arsenal of elite 

hegemony. 
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CHAPrER n 

THE PREPARATION, PERFORMANCE AND SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE ENGLISH CORONATION: 

THE CORONATION AS AN ELI1;E AND PRIVATE CEREMONY 

In the course of his historical investigations of English ceremonial, David Cannadine 

identifies the aspects of ceremonial that most concern the historian. According to 

Cannadine, the historian must isolate the historical context, consider the nature of the 

preparations made prior to the ceremonial occasion, examine the nature of the performance 

of the ceremonial, and determine the meaning or significance the ceremonial held for the 

society which produced it.' The primary object of such an investigation is to determine the 

changing meaning of ceremonial with reference to the evolving social context and the 

evolution of the ceremonial itself.' Canoadine, in his study of English royal ceremonial in 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, provides a characterization of royal ceremonial up 

until the late nineteenth century: it was intended for an elite audience, was ineptly executed, 

and was of limited appeal.' Each of these suppositions holds lrue for the English 

coronation between 1661 and 1821. The preparations for the coronation were oriented 

towards an elite audience. Just as the form of the coronation invariably expressed the 

ideals of the socio-political elite, so too was the coronation prepared for and consumed by 

an elite audience. As was the case for the form of the coronation, the arrangements for the 

coronation were more or less intense depending on the ability and the need of the monarchy 

to assert its authority and legitimacy through this ceremony. Cannadine's assertion that 

royal ceremonial was ineptly executed also applies to the performance of the coronation 
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ceremonial. As is demonstrated below, the performance of the coromltion deteriorates as the 

preparations become increasingly ambitious from George H's coronation forward. The 

coronation was also of limited appeal throughout this period; it was primarily of 

significance only to members of the elite. Their comments on the coronation are highly 

consensual for they uniformly find value in the ,coronation's expression of splendour and 

authority underpinning their preeminence in English society. By the time of George HI's 

coronation, however, the fledgling middle class began to enunciate a desire for the 

coronation to become more public in orientation, that it become an expression of the 

egalitarian, democratic and nationalistic spirit that was then beginning to emerge.' The elite 

did not comply and took additional action to distance the public from Westminster, making 

the ceremony even more private in nature. The coronation ceremony can be characterized 

as an elite and private ceremonial because the elite ensured that it reflected their ideals, not 

those of the rest of society, and because it was not consciously intended to reach an 

audience outside of Westminster. 

The elite character of the coronation ceremony is accounted for by the organization 

and the nature of the preparations made in anticipation of the ceremonial occasion. 

Throughout the 1660-1821 period, the coronation remained a ceremony which was entirely 

plauned, developed and managed for the elite, by the elite. 

Without exception, each coronation was organized and prepared by the same officers 

and departments, in the same mauner.' The overall supervision and coordination of the 

preparations was the responsibility of the Committee of the Privy Council appointed by the 

monarch to consider the matter of the coronation. First and foremost a planning body, the 

Committee initially solicited and reviewed the accounts of the preparations for past 
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coronations and the estimates of the work required for the present coronation submitted by 

the various deparlll1ents and individuals.' Once tasks had been assigned, the Committee 

kept abreast of the progress made by each department through periodical reports, and co

ordinated the activities of the deparbnents working in unison.7 The Committee's other 

primary responsibility was to establish the Court of Claims to hear the feudal services 

claimed by the elite at the upcoming coronation, a task occupying the majority of the 

Committee's time once other preparations were under way.' 

In regard to the preparations for the coronation, the most preeminent of the four 

Great Officers of State were the Earl Marshal and the Lord Great Chamberlain.' Of the 

two, the Earl Marshal had the greater responsibilities. In addition to the supervision of the 

preparations and seating arrangements in the Abbey,'· the Earl Marshal served as the 

Committee of Council's advisor for ceremonial matters. With the help of the College of 

Arms," the Earl Marshal organized the ceremonial for the proclamation of the coronation, 

drafted the form of the proceeding to the Abbey and the return to the Hall (including the 

assigrunent of the regalia), and determined the form of the ceremonies occurring in both the 

Abbey and the Hal!." His other major responsibility was to inform the peerage of the 

instructions they were to observe on the day of the coronation." The responsibilities of the 

Lord Great Chamberlain in advance of the coronation were far less onerous. His 

jurisdiction was Weslll1iuster Hall and he superintended the construction of the galleries, 

boxes and other necessities in readiness of the banquet." On the day itself, however, the 

Lord Great Chamberlain had to tend to the needs of the monarch and participated in a great 

number of the ceremonies, while the Earl Marshal primarily marshalled the processions." 

The departments directly involved in the preparation of the coronation followed the 
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directions issued by the Committee, the Earl Marshal and the Lord Great Chamberlain. The 

activities of these deparbnents did not vary from coronation to coronation, and their efforts 

were invariably directed towards the production of an elite ceremonial. The Master of the 

Wardrobe not only supplied the monarch and the consort's royal robes, but also provided 

coats for the Heralds, the habits for the King's Musicians, the Cbampion' s riding equipment 

and aU the decorative fabric required by the coronation ceremony (i.e., the canopy of gold 

cloth carried by the Barons of the Cinque Ports, the pall of gold cloth for the monarch's 

offering, the covering.~or the chairs and stools in the Abbey, the red say' adorning the 

thrones in the Hall and the Abbey, and the blue cloth covering the procession platform 

running between the Hall and the Abbey)." The preparation of the regalia, the items used 

in the feudal services during the Banquet and the delivery of the ceremonial maces carried 

by the Serjeants at Arms was the responsibility of the Master of the Jewel House." All the 

preparations for the Banquet were taken care of by the Lord Steward and the Officers of 

the Board of Green Cloth." The Lord Cbamberlain of the Household ensured that the 

retiring and dressing rooms in the Palace of Westminster and in the Abbey were properly 

furnished." The scaffOlding, platforms and daises in the Hall and the Abbey, the stable for 

the champion's horse and the retiring rooms were all designed and constructed by the 

Surveyor-General and his staff at the King's Works."' Coronation medals were prepared by 

the Master of the Mint," while the Master General of the Ordnance and Armoury readied 

the Champion's suit of armour and weapons and organized the artillery salute that signalled 

the coronation of the monarch.22 As the nature of the preparations listed above indicate, the 

coronation was meant to be enjoyed by a select audience with access to the Hall and 

"'A cloth of fine texture resembling serge; in the 16th c. sometimes partly of silk. 
subsequently entirely of wool"' (Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary. 3 VOIs., (Oxfon! 
1987) 2: 2650). 
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Abbey, the venues receiving the vast majority of the preparations. 

Although these necessary preparations where made by the same departments and 

officials in a relatively similar manner throughout this period, the degree of preparation 

undertaken varied from coronation to coronatioq.. Historical circumstances dictated what 

could and could not be fuIfiUed in advance of the ceremonial occasion. Among the factors 

affecting the preparations for the coronation were: the political power of the monarchy, the 

degree of the popularity of the monarch, and the attitude of those responsible for the 

preparation and orgartization of the ceremonial, the monarch included. 

Three distinct phases in the development of the preparations for the coronation can 

be discerned. The first phase consists of the coronations of Charles II and James II. Due 

to the high degree of political stability achieved with the Restoration and their personal 

involvement in the preparations, the arrangements for these coronations were of a very high 

calibre. During the second phase, comprising the coronations of William and Mary, Anne 

and George I, the preparations were hurriedly organized and consisted of ouly the requisite 

components. Doubt as to the power of the monarchy, the instability of factious party 

politics and the unpopularity of the Hanoverian Succession, in turn, diverted the monarch 

and the officials' attention from the formulation of careful plans towards pressing matters of 

state. In the third phase, efforts were redoubled to produce careful and extensive 

arrangements for the coronations of George II, George III and George IV. The return of 

political stability, and an increased interest in ceremonial, resulted in elaborate and detailed 

preparations for the coronations of George II and George m. The unpopularity of George 

IV (especially owing to his questionable moral character) and his personal supervision of the 

arrangements together account for the ostentation of this coronation, one calculated to tum 
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the public towards acceptance of the monarch. In each case, historical context explains why 

the curtailment or enhancement of coronation preparations occurred. 

The relative stability of the monarchy by early 1661, the general acceptance of the 

return of monarchical and aristocratic institutions and the careful supervision of the 

preparations are the key factors accounting for the elaborate ceremonial celebrating the 

crowning of Charles II and James II. In particular, the considerable personal attention given 

by the monarch to the arrangements should not be underestimated. Clarendon tells us "his 

Majesty had directed the old Records and old Fonnularies should be examined, and 

thereupon all things should be prepared, and all Forms accustomed be used, that might add 

Lustre and Splendour to the Solemnity."'" James II attended the Committee's meetings a 

total of eleven times in a six week period.'" 

The object of these elaborate preparations appears to be to project a sense of the 

legitimacy and majesty of the traditional rulers after the Interregnum. Charles had quite a 

generous budget with which to do this because Parliament voted £70,000 towards the 

expense of his coronation." Some £25,000 went towards defraying the expense of creating 

the new regalia, purchasing plate and jewels for the monarch, and supplying the collars and 

garters for the participants in the procession." The cost of his coronation robes was £2,027 

19s. 10d. and his banquet came to £1209 ISs. 7d.27 Preparations in the Hall and Abbey 

cost £1558." 

Perhaps the most splendid aspect of the coronation, however, was the cavalcade 

through Westminster and the City of London on 22 April 1661, the day preceding the 

coronation. The City invested £11 ,000 into the preparation of this event. 2? The streets were 
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cleaned, bouses decomted and the cavalcade route lined with the city companies." The 

highligbt of the cavalcade was the four symbolic arcbes erected along the route." The Hrst 

arcb commemorated Charles II's return to England: the symbolism drew a parallel between 

Octavius's return to Rome after the civil wars of the triumvimte and Charles's restomtion 

after the Englisb civil wars and the Interregnum. 32 A naval representation adorned the 

second arcb, commemomting the new monarchical millennium inaugurated by Charles II. 

The third and fourth arcbes represented Concord and Plenty, the necessary corollaries to the 

king's triumphant return?' En route, the cavalcade encountered a great number of 

entertainers, musicians and a few attmctions, including a fountain venting wine near the 

Cornbill Conduit and two youths attired in Indian garb wbo scattered jewels, spices and 

silks among the spectators from atop the camel they rode in front of East India House." 

The magnificence of James Irs coronation approximated tbat of the previous one. 

Althougb a lesser amount (£1181) was spent on preparations in the Hall and Abbey, the 

effect was "not lacking in splendour."" Considerably more money was spent on the king 

and queen's robes (£4864), while the expense of covering the thrones, cbairs and stools in 

the Abbey, providing the blue cloth for the procession walkway and the red say for the 

thrones, and outfitting the Officers of Arms and the King's Musicians with tbeir coats 

totalled the not inconsidemble amount of £4553 9s. 4d." The anointing oil itself was 

supplied for £200 because "it was exceeding ricb and fragrant; and so highly approved of 

by their Majesties."" 

Two aspects of James II's coronation are particularly noteworthy. The first is the 

fantastic banquet prepared for the monarcb and the elite in Westminster Hall following the 

coronation service. An amhigne of 99 disbes of cold meats, and three great chargers and 
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14 large basins of dried sweet meats, jellies and salads was laid on the king' s table, all 

served on various types of dishes and arranged on stands of varions heights and proportions 

so "that it made an extraordinary good appearance."" The king's f1rst and second courses 

consisted of 175 dishes of vegetables, f1sh, fowl, red meat, poultry, pork, fruits and sweets." 

The other six tables in the Hall received 1270 Ilishes of food, for a grand total of 1445 

dishes,'" a truly gastronomical orgy. 

The other aspect of James U's coronation celebration indicative of the elaborate 

preparations he personally supervised was the fueworks display held on the Thames across 

from White Hall.41 The principal launcbing site was a barge measuring 180 by 50 feet. In 

the centre stood two pyramids set upon pedestals (overall height of 36 feet), between which 

was hung a giant cypher of the king and qneen's names, and the images of an imperial 

crown and a brilliant sun. Twelve mortars shot "stars of white f1re" from bebind this set, 

while "rusbing f1re" spewed out of the top of the pyramids and "f1re cones" and "water 

rockets" poured out of the pedestals. To the right of this arrangement stood a seven foot 

high statue on an eight foot high pedestal, surmounted by the inscription "Monarchia" in 

"letters of f1re." To the left of the pyramids stood another statue npon a pedestal (of 

similar dimensions), surmounted with the inscription "Pater Patriae." Each f1gure was filled 

with fireworks and another 1500 rockets from behind and 600 rockets from in front f1red 

"stars and f1re swarms." A barge 200 feet closer to shore housed nineteen "water 

macbines" set amongst f1gures of Neptune and dolphins. Another barge 300 feet bebind the 

f1rst barge supported twelve more mortars which lofted rockets into the air. This 

pyrotechnic display allegorically celebrated the coronation of James II and Mary in a 

manner analogous to the high degree of preparation and expense characterizing the 

coronation ceremonial of both Charles II and James II. 
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Preparations for the coronations of William and Mary, Anne and George I were, 

owing to historical circumstances, rather hurried and ordinary in comparison. James U's 

abdication, and the subsequent constitutional and political dilemmas that event created, 

prevented the monarchs and their advisors from ,carefully preparing for the coronation of 

1689. Following the momentous decision to offer the crown jointly to Mary and her Dutch 

husband, the celebration of the coronation was anti·dimatic." A survey of the preparations 

for that occasion reveals nothing remarkable except the provision of the articles required for 

the unprecedented double coronation (two canopies and a double set of regalia - two 

coronation crowns, two crowns of State, two orbs and four sceptres), and the adaptation of 

the ceremony demanded by the Revolutionary Settlement." A total of £2240 was spent in 

preparing the Hall and Abbey, an increase over the amount spent for the last two 

coronations explained by the new seating required by the members of the House of 

Commons attending their frrst coronation." A considerable amount of the Committee's time 

was also devoted to considering the form of the new oath." The results of the Revolution 

and the considerable efforts required to settle the succession prevented organizers from 

preparing for the coronation in a more elaborate manner." 

Anne and George I's coronation preparations were also rushed and ordinary. 

Preparations for Anne's coronation were overshadowed by the "division and strife" which 

were the "hallmarks of the new queen's inheritance:'" she was the focus of the struggle for 

power and influence between the Whigs and Tories, and relations between England and 

Scotland were unsettled due to the latter nation's refusal to endorse the Hanoverian 

Succession." George I's coronation took place during a time of instability for the monarchy 

and unpopularity for the monarch. The Hanoverian Succession aroused suspicions in many 
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Englishmen concerning their new foreign monarch, while the Jacobites condemned the 

usurpation of the Stuart claim to the English throne. George r s belated arrival in London 

on 20 September 1714 and his aversion for spectacle also hindered preparations for the 

coronation:" The coronations of Queen Anne and King George I were the most 

unremarkable of the period." 

George II's coronation ushered in a new phase of preparations for this type of royal 

ceremonial. Increasingly, coronations became splendid pageants." This occurred as a result 

of a return to the political stability of the monarchy and a revival of interest in ceremonial 

on the part of the monarch and his advisors. The greater demands placed on those 

entrusted with the arrangements for the ceremony was the most important factor in the ever

widening interval between the date of accession and the coronation." With more time at 

their disposal, the organizers of the Hanoverian monarchs' coronations were able to plan 

very elaborate and ornate ceremonies. 

The magnificent preparation of Westminster Hall and Abbey came to be the 

organizers' chief concern. Since these buildings provided the setting for the most significant 

of the ceremonies performed in front of an elite audience, they necessarily commanded the 

greatest amount of the organizers' interest and energy. Costs for the arrangements in the 

Hall and Abbey rose correspondingly, from £8720 in 1727 to £9430 in 1761." In 1727, 

this expense is accounted for by the addition of new scaffolding in the Abbey to 

accommodate foreign dignitaries, by the addition of seats in the Hall, by the installation of 

superior illumination in the Hall (costing £815 more than was spent in 1714), and by the 

erection of the triumphal arch which stood against the north wall immediately inside the 

entrance to the Hall." Although arrangements for the Hall and Abbey in 1761 closely 
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followed the precedents set in 1727, embellishment was undertaken at every opportunity. 

ntumination in the Hall, for instance, was provided by 3000 wax candles set in 52 large 

chandeliers surmounted by a gilt imperial crown. lbis represented an increase of 50% more 

candles than illuminated the Hall in 1727." Even more seating was squeezed into the 

Abbey." An innovation was introduced which <;ost another £500; it was decided to provide 

a retractable canvas awning for the procession platfonn running between the Hall and the 

Abbey." 

The preparations for the coronation of George IV were even more elabomte. One 

reason accounting for the magnificent preparations of the 1821 coronation was the 

unpopularity of the king. George IV's coronation appears to have been a calculated attempt 

to win back popular support after the divorce trial of 1820." The high degree of the 

arrangements can also be explained by the monarch's love for pageantry. The Duke of 

Buckingham wrote that George IV was "perfectly absorbed in all the petty armngements" 

and was desirous that the precedents set by James II's coronation be accordingly altered and 

improved upon.'" The King urged Lord Henry Molyneaux Howard, the Deputy Earl 

Marshal, and the hemlds at the College of Arma to uncover every particular associated with 

past coronations, and to devise the means to surpass them in splendour.'" 

The extent of the preparations do not belie the considerable effort put forth by the 

organizers. George IV's coronation was unequalled by any of the previous coronations in 

terms of the expense and splendour of its preparations. The amount spent in furnishing the 

Hall and Abbey, preparing the regalia and making the costumes of the persons performing 

in the ceremonies was £111,880 3s. 2d.·' George IV's coronation robes cost £24,704 8s. 

IOd. and featured a twenty-seven foot long crimson train with golden stars.'" The Banquet, 
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prepared in twenty three temporary kitchens erected in Cotton Garden," cost another 

£25,183 9s. 8d." A truly immense amount of food was used in the preparation of the 1120 

hot dishes and 1610 cold dishes served in the Hall." Other expenses incurred included: 

£A,110 5s. 4d. for the coronation medals, £5216 ISs. for expenses in the Earl Marshal's 

department, and £8205 15s. for the snuffboxes presented to the foreign ministers." 

Renovation of the Hall and Abbey, at £52,095 6s. 9d., was unprecedented." A 

theatre, measuring forty feet in diameter, was built in the Abbey and supported a four foot 

square stage for the throne. A ItO foot long, 24 fool wide plalform joined the theatre 10 

the entrance of the Abbey." The altar was covered with a rich carpet of blue and gold 

brocade:' trimmed with gold lace at the bottom and sides. Behind the altar stood a twelve 

foot long dossal'" of corresponding blue and gold brocade." In the Hall, the law courts 

were dismantled, a new wooden floor laid and two tiers of galleries erected.1O A triumphal 

arch stood inside the entrance to the Hall. It was gothic in design and measured 36 by 32 

feet (with an opening of 19 by 14 feet). Thirty fool high turrets flanked the arch, each one 

decorated by a niche containing a figure of a king. A pair of massive doors, painted in 

imitation of gothic panels, was set in the archway." At the other end of the Hall stood the 

throne plalform, covered by a square canopy of crimson velvet trimmed with gold fringe. n 

Underneath the canopy stood the throne itself, measuring 19 feet high by 1 feet wide. 

Boxes for the royal family and foreign dignitaries lined each side of the platform.71 The 

wall behind the plalform was covered with scarlel drapery." The seals in the galleries were 

~ "A textile fabric woven with a pattern of raised figures" (Compact Edition of the OED, I: 
280). 

"An ornamental cloth, usually embroidered, hung at the back of the altar or at the sides of 
the chancel" (Compact Edition of the OED, I: 189). 
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also covered with scarlet cloth, and scarlet cushions trimmed with gold fringe lined the tops 

of the front rails." Labour and materials for the work in the Abbey and the Hall brought 

the total expense of George IV's coronation preparations to the unprecedented sum of 

£238,238.76 

, 

Regardless of the degree of preparation, every performance of the coronation was 

plagued by mishaps. Some were entirely unpreventable, such as the thunderstonn which 

occurred at the conclusion of Charles D's banquet, or the royal standard rent by the wind at 

the very moment James II was crowned, or the gout which struck Anne and necessitated 

her conveyance to the Abbey in a sedan chair." The vast majority of Coronation Day 

mishaps, however, were the direct result of poor planning or inept management of the 

ceremonial on the part of the organizers. Generally, the more elaborate the preparations, the 

more severe was the misfortune. The performance of the late Georgian coronations was 

therefore subject to the greatest number of errors. 

Prior to 1727, the mishaps occurring on Coronation Day were relatively minor. 

Mter escorting Charles II to his throne for the commencement of the banquet, The King's 

Footmen advanced on the Barons of the Cinque Ports, "insolently and violently seized upon 

the canopy," and "dragged it down to the lower end of Westminster Hall" with the Barons 

"still keeping their hold."" lbis incident apparently occurred because the Court of Claims 

did not clearly derme the rights and privileges granted the Barons. The Barons were the 

victims of the organizers' ineptitude once again in 1685 when their canopy broke during the 

procession to the Abbey.'" In 1689, William ill's purse went missing, requiring Lord Danby 

to provide his king with twenty guineas for the offering. At the conclusion of Anne's 

banquet, a crowd of people was permitted to enter the Hall and make off with the dining 
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ware and valuable table linen. OJ lbievery of this nature was allowed to reoccur following 

George 1's coronation banquet" The ceremony in the Abbey was plagued with language 

difficulties: George I understood very little" English, and the participants almost no German, 

so Latin was used throughout the service and served to confuse the proceedings 

immensely." The organizers' inability to anticipate potential problems directly resulted in 

the occurrence of these incidents. 

Technology contributed to the inferior performance of the ensuing coronations. The 

awning installed to cover the procession walkway proved to be one source of difficulty in 

1761. The order was given to remove the canvas becanse the weather was rme. The 

organizers attempted to roll up the awning but apparently ran into difficulties because, from 

out of the audience along the procession route, a Jack Tar "climbed up to the top, and 

stripped it off" himself." The illumination of Westminster Hall was a recurring nightmare 

for the organizers. A great deal of attention was given to this detail because the organizers 

conceived of flooding the Hall with brilliant light the moment their Majesties entered. 

Returning in near darkness following the 1761 marathon service in the Abbey, the head of 

the procession entered the sombre surroundings of the Hall, leading Horace Walpole to 

comment that the procession "arrived like a funeral, nothing being discernible but the 

plumes of the Knights of the Bath, which seemed the hearse. ,,14 When Queen Charlotte and 

King George entered, and the chandeliers were finally lit, great masses of burning flax 

descended upon the spectators for nearly half a minute. Similar difficulties arose in 1821. 

An additional number of candles had been installed to brighten the Hall even further, but 

the extra heat generated caused globules of melted wax to fall amongst the spectators, 

roining some ladies' make-up and coiffured hair. The heat, combined with warm July 

weather, also caused a number of ladies to faint." The organizers' desire to enhance the 
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coronation through innovative means such as these ultimately led to problems that might 

otherwise have been avoided. 

Another feature of the performance of the coronation between 1727 and 1821 is the 

repeated deterioration of the organizers' authori~. In 1727, for instance, no sooner had the 

Yeomen of the Guard passed, bringing to a close the procession to the Hall, did members 

of the Foot Guard posted along the route jump up onto the platform, tear up the blue cloth 

and the wooden boards, and fight among themselves for the spoils." Only a few hours 

later, after the King and Queen and the peers and peeresses had left the Hall following the 

banquet, a great scramble for the contents of the tables occurred: 

The pillage was most diverting; the people threw themselves with extraordinary 
avidity on everything the hall contained; blows were given and returned, and I 
cannot give you any idea of the noise and confusion that reigned. In less than half 
an hour everything had disappeared, even the boards of which the tables and seats 
had been made." 

Repeat performances of this scene almost transpired in 1761 and 1821. Chaos was limited 

in 1761 to a melee for the glass Queen Charlotte had drank from, while in 1821 Lord 

Gwydir, the Great Lord Chamberlain, ouly just brought the revellers under control before 

the head table was plundered." 

The most serious errors, however, were those committed as the direct result of 

inadequate planning and organization on the part of the organizers themselves. In 1727, the 

Dean and Chapter of Westminster Abbey neglected to bring the chalice and paten with them 

when they delivered the regalia to the Hall. Their incompetency was matched by that of 

the OffICers of Arms, who failed to assign the judges their seats as indicated by an Order 

of Council." In 1761, the Earl Marshal failed to ensure that the Sword of State, the 

Barons' canopy and their majesties' chairs were in their assigned places when the ceremonies 
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commenced." Proceedings were delayed even further while the Earl Marshal struggled to 

order the procession bOtmd for the Abbey;' One hour late, the procession crept into the 

Abbey, where the service dragged on for an unbearable six hours. "Such long pauses 

between some of the ceremonies," commented one eyewitness, " ... plainly shewed all the 

actors were not perfect in their parts. n George UI, allegedly, was himself forced to prompt 

the OffICers of State in their duties while the service commenced;' Due to this series of 

delays, the procession returned to the Hall in the dark: "the whole was confusion, 

irregularity and disorder."93 Further chaos ensued as Lord Talbot, the Lord High Steward, 

quarrelled with the Barons, the Knights of the Bath, and the aldermen of London over the 

seating arrangements;' George UI, who had nevertheless maintained his dignity while this 

burlesque played itself out, demanded a public apology from his Earl Marshal. The latter 

complied, saying: "It is true, sir, that there has been some neglect, but I have taken care 

that the next Coronation shall be regulated in the best manner possible." Finding some 

humour in this remark, the King had his Earl Marshal repeat his apology several times for 

the amusement of the spectators." 

Any experience which may have been gained from the disastrous performance of 

George m's coronation was obliterated by the sixty years separating that ceremonial 

occasion from the 1821 coronation. Despite a full dress rehearsal a few days prior to the 

event;' the 1821 coronation was as poorly organized and managed as the preceding one. 

The marshalling of the procession to the Abbey did not go smoothly and only the presence 

of prize fighters, dressed as attendants, preserved some semblance of peace and order.'" 

During the coronation ceremony, it was discovered that the vellum coronation roll had been 

millplaced and so George IV signed beneath the oath printed in a copy of the order of 

service." Heat, fatigue and the unbearable length of the service caused spectators and 
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attendants alike to flee the Abbey once the service had concluded and the King had 

momentarily retired to St. Edward's Chapel, as was the custom. When he emerged a few 

moments later, George IV and his OfIlCers and the nobles were resigned to proceed down 

the centre of the nave between almost empty seats." The procession into the Hall was 

poorly marshalled and the aldermen, perhaps aware of the plight that befell their 

predecessors in 1761, were allowed to break rank in search of their table."" Lord Gwydir 

had a great deal of difficulty clearing the centre of the Hall for the entrance of the King 

and Dobies because a great number of spectators had been allowed to descend from the 

galleries to inspect the arrangements for the banquet more closely.''' The crush of people 

seeking to escape from the Hall once the festivities had concluded also stemmed from the 

organizers' inability to control the situation. Exhausted by the heat and the duration of the 

proceedings, many peers, peeresses and distinguished gnests sought temporary refuge 

wherever they could, on sofas, chairs and even the matted floors of the rooms and passages 

in which they were trapped. Many were not able to leave until 3 a.m.'"' The coronation of 

George IV, like the two coronations before it, was one delightful muddle from beginning to 

end. 

Two distinct aspects characterize the preparation and performance of the coronation 

in this period. On the one hand, arrangements were elite and private in orientation. 

Although the quality of the preparations varied according to the ability of the organizers to 

plan and ready things for the ceremonial occasion, there was an unmistakable intensification 

of preparation from 1727 onwards. On the other hand, although all the coronations suffered 

in performance from the mismanagement and pure ineptness of the organizers, there was a 

distinct decline in the quality of the performance from 1727 onwards. As has been 

suggested above, the relationship between these two aspects of the coronation is a causal 
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one: performance worsened as preparations became more complicated. The advantage of 

perspective affords historians the luxury of determining characteristics such as these; in a 

sense, we have an understanding of the past that the contempomry may not, indeed could 

not, have had. II is one thing, then, to understand the minutia of the ceremony itself, but it 

is quite another to appreciate what the coronati9n signified for its audience. How did the 

contempomry audience conceive of the coronation? Were they aware of the development of 

the coronation ceremony in the terms outlined above? Did they privilege one aspect of 

ceremonial above another? And was there a uniformity of opinion? If not, when and why 

did the fissure occur? In short, the historian can only fully understand ceremonial in all its 

dimensions once some sense of the Significance the ceremony held for its society is 

recaptured. 

The coronation appears to have only held significance for the socio-political elite of 

England between 1660 and 1761. This group held a consensual opinion as to the 

significance of the ceremony: they invariably found it to be a reflection of the values which 

underpinned their predominance in society. The elite lauded those aspects of the ceremony 

the organizers struggled to produce, namely the splendour of the occasion, and the 

representation of the elite's social supremacy suggested by different aspects of the 

ceremonial. 

References to the splendour of the coronation are abundant in the elite's accounts of 

the coronation. The superlatives used to describe the ornateness of the occasion are 

particularly noteworthy. For example, Samuel Pepys, writing about the cavalcade of Charles 

II, claimed "it is impossible to relate the glory of this day - expressed in the clothes of 

them that rid - and their horses and horse-cloths." Mter describing their clothes' rme 
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embroidery work and diamonds, Pepys concludes: "So glorious was the show with gold and 

silver, that we were not able to look at it - our eyes at last being so much overcome with 

it.""" Celia Fiennes was dazzled by the richness of Queen Anne's coronation robes and 

circlet and described them in exhaustive detail.'04 A Mrs. Pendarves described the 

coronation of George II for Ann Granville, and floted: "No words ... can describe the 

magnificence my eyes beheld. "'os c6sar de Saussure concurred. In writing his wife about 

George II's coronation proCession, he notes: 

It is impossible for me to make you understand and imagine the pomp and 
magnificence of this solemn processiOJf. ... Everytbing in it was grand and 
sumptuous.'" 

The splendour of the occasion was perhaps so impressive because it symbolized the wealth 

which helped derme the power and status of the elite. 

The elite's attention to the ostentation of the coronation was matched with a Hxation 

for the representation of /heir social superiority they found to be inherent to the coronation 

ceremony. This self-reflectivity took a number of forms. Perhaps the most self-evident 

representation of the social standing of the elite was revealed to them by the ranks and 

degrees of the participants of the coronation's various processions. Pepys and John Evelyn 

both provide full accounts of Charles II's cavalcade through Westminster and London in 

April 1661.'07 Celia Fiennes provides her readers with a general account of coronation 

processions, while de Saussure described George II's coronation procession in great detail."'· 

Attention to elite hierarchy can also be detected in their approval of the interaction that took 

place between the monarch and the nobles. For instance, Celia Fiennes applauds the mutual 

admiration and respect demonstrated as Queen Anne "walked to the doore of the Abby with 

obJigeing lookes and bows to all that saluted her."'" Lady Montagu felt that George U's 

"countenance expressed a benevolent joy in the vast concourse of people and their loud 
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acclamations.""· Other eyewitness accounts subsume a celebration of the elite's standing in 

society in their estimation of the bearing of the monarch. Lady Montagu found George II 

behaved during his coronation "with the greatest reverence and deepest attention."111 Bishop 

Newton's account reveals that the elite's praise of George III, and, by inference, of 

themselves, was widespread: 

The king's whole behaviour at the coronation was justly admired and commended by 
everyone, and, particularly his manner of ascending and seating himself on the 
throne after his coronation. III . 

The elite therefore saw their monarch, or the: head of their hierarchy, as the exemplar of the 

decorum on which this etiquette-obsessive elite thrived. 

What is particularly interesting is the fact that the elite accounts rarely make 

mention of the mishaps that occurred. If one is mentioned, it is dismissed in a good-

bumoured manner as a lrifling detraction. It is as if to draw much attention to the errors 

was too dangerous, too unsettling. Rather, it was the representation of wealth and status in 

the coronation ceremony that captivated and preoccupied the members of the elite who 

recorded their impressions of the coronation. For all of them, the coronation was a 

confIrmation of their power and position of authority in society; it was a declaration of elite 

solidarity. 

By 1761, however, the emergence of a distinctly different opinion of the coronation, 

based upon a wholly separate set of assumptions, can be detected. Samuel Johnson is 

perhaps the most eloquent spokesman for this new body of opinion. His position is 

outlined in a short pamphlet entitled "Thoughts on the Coronation of His Present Majesty 

King George the Third," published a few weeks prior to the event'" Johnson's preference 

for a type of ceremony entirely divorced from the elite's conception of the coronation is 
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evident from his opening assertion: 

All pomp is instituted for the sake of the public. A shew without spectators can no 
longer be a shew. Magnificence in obscurity is equally vain with "a sun in the 
grave."tt4 

The nature of recent coronations, observed Johnson, was in direct violation of "the wisdom 

of our ancestors," whose intention it was that the coronation must impress upon monarchs 

"a due sense of the duties which they were to take, when the happiness of nations is put 

into their hands," while "the people, as many as can possibly be witnesses to any single 

act...openly acknowledge their sovereign by universal homage." Instead of this, Johnson 

found that the contrary had been occurring: 

Our Kings, with their train, have crept to the temple through obscure passages; and 
the crown has been worn out of sight of the people. Of the multitudes, whom 
loyalty or curiosity brought together, the greater part has returned without a single 
glimpse of their prince's grandeur, and the day that opened with festivity ended in 
discontent. 

The chief problem was identified by Johnson to be "the narrowness and shortness" of the 

procession route to the Abbey: 

As it is narrow, it admits of very few spectators; as it is short, it is soon passed. 
The frrst part of the train reaches the abbey before the whole has left the palace; 
and the nobility of England, in their robes of state, display their riches only to 
themselves.11

' 

Johnson's solution was to conduct the procession along another wider and longer route; he 

cites Charles D's cavalcade in 1661 as a precedent for this.'" Nine different routes were 

outlined by Johnson, each one taking the procession through a greater part of the metropolis 

and thereby exposing the procession to a greater number of people. 117 He also suggested 

that a "longer course of scaffolding" be erected to accommodate the people.''' Johnson's 

criticism of the elite and private nature of the coronation ceremony in his time is especially 

evident in his closing remarks. There he suggested the Horse Guards should be removed 

from the vicinity of the procession because they represented a threat to the people's safety, 
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and that the number of foot soldiers be reduced since "it cannot but offend every 

Englishman to see troops of soldiers placed between him and his sovereign, as if they were 

the most honourable of his people, or the King required guards to secure his person from 

his Subjects."n9 Johnson's pamphlet represented a challenge to the elite's conception of the 

coronation and a rallying call for those people desiring a more public ceremony. 

Johnson underestimated the tenacity and stubbornness of the elite. His sentiments 

and suggestions were not heeded by the organizers of George Ill's coronation. As a result, 

criticism of the elite and private nature of the ceremonial escalated. In 1761, criticism 

revolved around the issues of visibility and accessibility. One disgruntled spectator 

complained, in the pages of the London Evening Post, of how "the People were greatly 

disappointed in their Expectations of Gmtification" because they could not see the King. A 

number of obstacles presented themselves to the viewer. One of these was the canvas 

awning covering the procession platform: even though the canvas was rolied-up, "the Posts 

and Frame-work remained, a very disagreeable Spectacle, and greatly obstructive to the Eye 

of the Procession as it passed." The writer also found the platform itself to be too low, 

causing the soldiers who lined the route to entirely obstruct the view of the people watching 

from ground level.'» Another spectator addressed the issue of accessibility. He found that 

the large scaffold in SI. Margaret's Churchyard and the best venues on the procession route 

were occupied by "genteel Persons" and "Ladies and Gentlemen," while the less wealthy 

and privileged crowded onto Westminster Bridge in hopes of catching a distant glimpse of 

their sovereign on his way to the Abbey.121 James Heming, a country gentleman who came 

down to London especially to see the coronation, related how the members of the general 

public were not ouly denied a good view, but that they ran the risk of personal injury at 

the hands of the guards in their endeavour to move closer: 
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On the out -side were stationed, at proper distances, several parties of horse-guards, 
whose horses, indeed, somewhat incommoded the people, that pressed incessantly 
upon them, by their prancing and capering; though luckily I do not hear of any 
great mischief being done. I must confess, it gave me pain to see the soldiers, both 
horse and foot, most unmercifully belabouring the heads of the mobs with their 
broad swords, bayonets and musquets.12

' 

Johnson was right. Not only would the public be denied sight of, and access to, their 
, 

monarch, but the "insolence" of the guards and "the impatience of the people" could lead to 

"quarrels, tumults, and mischief."'" 

By the time of George IV's coronation in 1821, opinion against the elite's 

management of the coronation had hardened considerably. In his Memoirs of George the 

I'm!rl!!. (1830), Robert Huish demonstrated how much the public Objected to the expense of 

a coronation held for the enjoyment of the elite alone: to stage the ceremony "for the mere 

gratification of Royal vanity," at a time "when the nation groaned under the pressure of 

poverty" (accentuated by the national debt and rising poor rates and taxes), was not "only 

unwise, but actually criminaL"'" Huish found the public felt betrayed by their King, and so 

it "deprecated the ceremony" and "abrogated from him all claim and title to the character of 

a patriotic king."'" The coronation was, therefore, to Huish mind's, "a senseless 

ceremony ... to which no letters of administration ought to be taken out.,,"6 

The emergence and growth of dissension with the elite and private nature of the 

coronation ceremony can be attributed to the development of English nationalism in the 

eighteenth century. A relatively neglected aspect of English history, natiOnalism has 

received considerable attention in the last few years by Gerald Newman and Linda CoUey. 127 

Both scholars have discovered that nationalism had begun to develop in England by the 

mid-eighteenth century. Newman demonstrates how the intelligentsia disseminated to the 
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reading public a clear defmition of the nation's cultural heritage and inculcated an interest in 

the native language and literature: the superiority of English culture was being engrained 

into the Englislunan's mind by mid-century~" Colley suggests that, by George III's 

coronation, "British public opinion was inclining towards national self-congratulation and 

show," that ceremonial on the local level was being surpassed by "spectacle glorifying the 

nation in the person of its king."'" In the course of fighting its war against Revolutionary 

France, the Government consciously strengthened the connection between the State and the 

monarchy in pul!!ic ceremonial. In the imagery of public celebrations, Britain's economic 

and political power in the international sphere was increasingly attributed to the longevity 

and stability of her monarchy and the superiority of national cultural traditions. By the 

conclusion of George III's reign, the British public had acquired a taste for glamorous 

shows expressing nationalistic sentiment through the celebration of the monarchy.''" 

These expectations were not fulfilled, as it was noted above, by the organizers of 

the coronation ceremonial. Furthennore, the organizers began to take additional steps to 

secure the privacy of the coronation ceremonial at approximately the same rate public 

opinion hardened against their management of the ceremony. Clearly defined and patrolled 

coach routes, passenger disembarkation zones, the issuance of pass tickets and designated 

hours of admittance to the Hall and Abbey helped to limit access to the coronation site.''' 

In addition to the Honour Guard lining the procession route, 500 light-horse were assigned 

to patrol the streets of Westminster "that they might be at hand to assist the civil 

magistrates in case of any tumults, riots or other disorders." The Westminster police force 

was also placed on alert.''' Crowd control provisions escalated in 1821 as a tota! of 129 

officers and 4835 men, armed and carrying provisions, patrolled the streets and occupied 

strategic points throughout London.''' Manned barriers placed across the avenues leading to 
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the vicinity of the Abbey and Hall regulated pedeslrian and vehicular traffic quite 

effectively."4 

In the interests of safety, the authorities began to issue orders that essentially 

infringed upon public demonstrations of joy. lJIe officials' primary concern was for fire, a 

considerable threat given the large amount of flammable products employed in the various 

construction projects about Westruinster. Orders prohibiting open fires were issued by the 

Earl Marshal, thereby denying tbe people the opportuuity to celebrate by the means of 

customary bonfires.'" Orders were also given conceruing the sale, possession and use of 

fireworks. The Justice of the Peace for Westminster empowered constables to arrest anyone 

in possession of fireworks; a bounty of 20s. per offender encouraged the execution of tbis 

order.136 

The private nature of the coronation was also safeguarded by innovative measures 

initiated in 1821. The aim of these arrangements was to divert tbe public's attention away 

from Westminster while maintaining surveillance of tbe people. This was not exactly an 

unique idea. The magistrates of Norwich had already devised an effective means of 

occupying the public's attention on ceremonial occasions by 1761: 

Wisely concluding tbat the populace must have something to amuse themselves witb 
on these occasions, tbey ordered fire-works to be played off at the city's expense, in 
places where tbe least inconveuiences were likely to arise for them. 

The crowd was not left to its own devices for "at the same time they [(the magistrates)] 

ordered the constables out, and directed them to seize all offenders against tbe quiet of the 

city."'" The orgauizers of the 1821 coronation followed this advice to the letter, planuing 

numerous exhibitions which "ultimately tended to preserve the peace and harmony" of tbe 

occasion.'" Once the procession entered the Abbey, tbe public was encouraged to move off 
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to Green Park to witness a manned balloon ascenL At two in the afternoon, boat races 

took place on the Serpentine in Hyde Park. Pavilions about the Park provided another 

source of amusement throughout the afternoon. The organizers also arranged with theatre 

owners to admit the public to shows free of charge that evening. Finally, at 9:30 p.m., a 

great Ilfeworks display was mounted in Hyde Pprk which attracted an estimated crowd of 

500,000 people."> Through a combination of carrot-and-stick tactics such as these, the elite 

and private nature of the coronation ceremony was kept intact, even as the public 

denunciation of the ceremony's orientation reached a crescendo. 

Inevitably, the coronation, like other forms of royal ceremonial, was transformed 

from a private, ineptly managed ceremony with limited public appeal into a public, splendid 

and popular ceremony. The private and elite nature of royal ceremonial began to wane 

even during the course of George IV's reign, as is evidenced by his public royal visits and 

travels throughout the realm. The transformation royal ceremonial underwent was especially 

evident by the later part of the nineteenth centnry. Queen Victoria's Golden and Diamond 

Jubilees (1887 and 1897) were huge public relations successes;'40 the beginning of the 

elevation of the monarchy's public image had unmistakeably occurred. The unprecedented 

developments in English industry and in social relations from the 18708 onward both 

demanded and made it possible for the monarchy to be represented in a new manner as the 

head of the nation and as a "symbol of consensus and continuity to which all might 

defer."141 As circumstances changed, a new set of royal ceremonial and traditions, with a 

distinctly public appeal, was invented and developed.'''' 

Even on the eve of George IV's coronation these developments seemed far off. It is 

true that his coronation was in part an attempt to win back public favour after the mailer of 
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Queen Caroline's divorce, but, as Samuel Johnson pointed out in 1761, magnificence which 

the public could nol participate in was essentially an exercise in the vanity of the 

privileged. It would appear from the evidence that this is exactly what the elite intended 

the coronation ceremonial to be. The nature of the coronation ceremonial between 1660 

and 1821 evolved very little: continuity, not chllnge, is the dominant characteristic of this 

type of ceremonial. The form of the ceremony never ceased to commtmicate the ideology 

of the English ruling elite because it reflected the evolution of relations between the 

aristocrapy and the monarchy. Preparations for the coronation remained the prerogative of 

the elite and were directed at an elite audience. Although the performance of the 

coronation was ineptly handled, it seems the elite felt this was an acceptable price to pay 

for more elaborate and ever grander preparations. And, as public opposition to the elite and 

private nature mounted, the elite was prepared to respond in a convincing manner. 

determined 10 protect what it jealously coveted. 

The coronation was, in essence, a looking glass. reflecting for the elite the power 

and authority it used to maintain its control of English society. This is the significance the 

coronation held for the elite: it recoonrmed and celebrated the continuity. longevity. 

legitimacy and stability of the ruling class which unquestionably dominated England from 

The Restoration to the First Reform Act. For as long as England remained a thoroughly 

aristocratic and conservative nation, the coronation ceremonial both reflected and helped to 

create the image of solidarity and conndence upon which so much of the elite' s power 

hinged. 
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CHAPTER III 

TIm CELEBRATION OF TIm CORONATION IN TIm ENGLISH TOWN: 
ELITE HEGEMONY AND LOCAL RELATIONS 

ON A CEREMONIAL OCCASION 

English civic ceremonial has cOlllJ!landed the attention of historians in much the 

same manner as royal ceremonial has done.' Historians have demonstrated, in the course of 

delineating the main characteristics of civic ceremonial, how civic and royal ceremonial are 

very similar in nature. These types of ceremonial share two primary characteristics. First, 

both types of ceremonial were primarily developed for and by the social elite. Civic 

ceremonial is similar to royal ceremonial in that it gave expression to the ideals and served 

the needs of the elite: civic ceremony established the innate power and authority of 

corporate institutions and officers, bolstered corporate identity by defining elite solidarity, 

and forged the urban elite's relationship with the wider local and national society in which 

they participated. Townspeople, like their counterparts who attended royal ceremonial, 

necessarily held a supporting role.' Secondly, civic ceremony, like royal ceremony, was not 

static bnt was transformed through deliberate changes in the form of the ceremonial made 

by the elite in response to developments in the social, economic, cultural and political 

context.' Civic ceremony was thereby made an integral aspect of social context and cultural 

systems, and was capable, like royal ceremony, of mobilizing "deep seated feelings of 

authority, consensus and conflict. ". Civic ceremony was of significance to different social 

groups in different ways, and was therefore potentially both the cause and the object of 

tensions between the ruling elite and plebian society. 
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The coronation of English monarchs was a celebmtory occasion which afforded 

urban elites the opportunity to express their power and authority to their social inferiors by 

dmwing upon their alliance with the elite participating in the royal ceremonial at 

Westminster. Newspapers of the 1660-1821 period are full of accounts of the civic 

ceremonies the urban elites prepared and executed in order to tap into the symbolic display 

of the national elite's preeminence being played out at Westminster. An examination of 

newspaper accounts of coronation celebrations in seven representative towns - Norwich, 

Bristol, Bath, Lincoln, Liverpool, Manchester and Newcastle' - reveals how civic 

celebmtions of the coronation was transformed, and became an issue of contention, as urban 

social relations evolved. During the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, 

coronation celebmtions communicated the dominance of the Corporation, the gentry, and the 

economic magnates in the urban hierarchy. Due to the traditional quality of prevailing 

social relationships, the celebrations were marked by a distinct popular element and plebian 

participation.' The coronation celebmtions of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, a time of mpid economic and demographic transformation and social and political 

upheaval, were markedly different. Civic ceremony was used to express the authority of a 

new, emerging urban elite consisting of the Corpomtion and, increasingly, the middling rank 

of society. Plebian participation in the celebmtions became almost non-existent, victimized 

by the upper and middle classes' wider campaign against popular recreations.' In the place 

of popular celebmtions there emerged new aspects of ceremonial suggestive of the elite's 

management of the charity system to which increasing numbers of the lower orders were 

forced to submit due to deteriomting economic conditions. Whereas the significance the 

elite attached to the civic ceremony celebrating the coronation remained essentially 

unaltered, the transformation of the ceremony resulted in increased apathy. even hostility. on 

the part of their marginalized social inferiors. This transformation in the role played by the 
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lower orders on Coronation Day in part accounts for the widespread distnrbance of the 1821 

coronation celebrations. ute the coronation ceremony at Westminster, the civic ceremony 

held on the occasion of the coronation was not only an integral aspect of elite hegemony, 

but was underpinned by the transformation English society underwent in these years, 

particnlarly the increasingly volatile nature of the relationship existing between the upper 

and lower orders of English society. 

The form of the civic ceremonies celebrating the coronations of the late seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries was determined by the composition of the urban elite and by 

their acceptance of the popnlar cnlture of their social inferiors. The composition of urban 

elites during this period evolved due to the increasing economic, social and political 

interdependence of town and country in the years following the Restoration. Although both 

urban and rural settlements benefitted from this comprehensive interaction, it was the towns 

which particularly prospered from the landed elite's clout as a consumer force, and its 

contributions to further urban development.' As towns became "social amphitheatres for the 

landed elite," the gentry increasingly acqnired and developed land and bought homes in 

town. Once they were better established in the community, the gentry spurred on the 

professional men (particularly those in the legal and medical professions), while their 

patronage further increased the fortunes and social status of the great merchants and 

wholesale dealers.' The urban elite was thereby established through the interconnection 

between landed society, the big bourgeoisie and urban professionals, an oligarchy consisting 

of the front ranks of the socially and economically most influential citizens.'· Formal 

political power was wielded by the same urban elite which came to dominate the 

Corporations through control of the aldermanic bench.' I The same urban renaissance that 

brought the elements of the elite together economically and politically also united the urban 
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elite socially and culturally." As a result, the urban elite of this period, riding a gathering 

wave of urban prosperity, was more stable and united than any preceding it in English 

history. " 

Because the members of the urban elite ,"based their authorities not on popular 

mandate but upon tradition, custom, and the general acceptance of ancient rights," the 

processional aspect of civic ceremony primarily served to proclaim the status, authority and 

solidarity of the ruling elite, not the unity of the community as a whole." This is precisely 

the sense communicated by the processions which were such an integral and ubiquitous 

aspect of Coronation Day festivities in this period. As civic ceremony was "largely centred 

on the activities of the ruling elite,"" these processions consistently featured elite 

participants wearing or bearing distinctive marks of their status in the urban hierarchy. On 

the occasion of James n's coronation, the Mayor and Magistrates of Norwich proceeded 

through town "in their Scarlet Gowns and Formalities." In other towns, other members of 

the urban elite joined the Corporation in procession. In Newcastle, for instance, the 1685 

procession consisted of "the Magistrates in their Scarlet Gowns, with the Gentry of the 

Town in their most splendid Apparel," while in Manchester the Lord of the Manor and his 

officers were accompanied by "all the Burgesses, and a numerous company of Halbanders, 

and all the Neighbouring Gentry of Quality ."" The most prominent members of the 

military and the town's commercial interests frequently took part in the processional display 

of elite power and solidarity: on the occasion of George n's coronation the Corporation of 

Bristol was joined by the highest-ranking officers of Brigadier Kirk's regiment, militia 

officers, and a "great Number of Merchants." Ecclesiastical officials were also included in 

some processions, such as the one at Lincoln in 1727 when the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, 

Common Council, gentry and the clergy proceeded "in lheir Formalities, and with their 



Regalia before them."" It can be discerned that the Coronation Day procession was 

employed by the urban elite to advertise their preeminence in the urban hierarchy. 
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The power, statns and solidarity of the urban elite was also communicated through 

the procession because it proceeded between thy landmarks which were demonstrative of the 

elite's social, political and economic status. The boom in town planning and the 

construction of administrative, commercial and ecclesiastical buildings were important 

aspects of the urban renaissance English towns underwent in this period. II Since these 

building projects were initiated by the urban oligarchy, and because the fruits of their labour 

helped project a sense of corporate identity,t. Coronation Day processions were primarily 

conducted within the orbit of these elite constellations. Processions were usually drawn up 

at the seat of civic government, such as the 1685 Coronation Day procession at Norwich 

which formed at the New Hall, or the 1727 Liverpool procession which was conducted from 

the Town Hall.'" The Mayor's house was a destination of these processions. Such was the 

case in Newcastle when the Mayor hosted "a great feast" in 1685 and a "splendid 

Entertainment" and a ball in 1727.>t Sites of commercial activity were also visited by 

Coronation Day processions as the urban elite sought to convey the importance of their 

contributions to the urban economy. Mitrket crosses provided a venue for the processions 

in Manchester (1702) and Newcastle (1727); guildhalls, which commonly housed markets on 

the ground floor, and mercbant halls were visited by processions in Newcastle (1685 and 

1727) and Bristol (1727).22 The towns' principle churches were other frequent stops on the 

procession routes followed by the elite in Norwich (1685), Manchester (1685 and 1702), 

Liverpool (1727) and Bath (1702 and 1727)." The Coronation Day procession was an 

invaluable aspect of the urban oligarchy's hegemony because it served as a vivid symbolic 

showcase for social, political and economic aspects of the elite's power. 
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Coronation Day also provided an occasion on which the members of the urban elite 

could pause to celebrate their good fortune with one another in private. Besides the 

production of a variety of public buildings and squares, the urban renaissance entailed the 

development of private walks, gardens and asseJllbly rooms, "arenas of display" within 

which the urban elite could gather to socialize outside of the public sphere.'" Following the 

procession, members of the elite usually retired to a less formal setting for food, drink and 

merriment. The mayor and members of the Corporation frequently hosted these social 

gatherings. At Newcastle in 1685, the elite was treated to "a great feast" at the Mayor's 

house before moving on to the Guildhall for "a Noble Banquet," all of which was provided 

"at the Expence of the Town." ln 1121, the same Corporation arranged for a "splendid 

Entertainment" at the Mayor's house and the drinking of toasts at the Guildhall before 

returning to the Mayor's house "where there was a Ball for all the Ladies."" The 

arrangements were similarly impressive in Liverpool where the coronation of George IT was 

celebrated by the Corporation and its guests at the TownhaIl with "a very rme collation of 

wet and dry Sweetmeats, great plenty of Wine for the Gentlemen, and cool tankards for the 

Ladies," followed by the drinking of healths, a ball, and additional "Entertainment" at 

neighbouring houses, all at the expense of the Corporation." On occasion, the more 

socially prominent members of the urban elite took their turn hosting these festivities, as did 

Lt.- Col. Collin Pownal when he hosted "a splendid Entertainment" in Lincoln in 1702, or 

the great merchants of Bristol when they invited 200 guests to "a very splendid cold Treat, 

with all sorts of Wine" at the Merchant's Hall in 1121:' ln gathering to observe the 

coronation of their monarch at Westminster in this fashion, the elite were, in effect, 

reinforcing their collective perception of the privilege they enjoyed as the senior 

representatives and custodians of the urban commuuity. 
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Coronation Day celebrations in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 

were not, however, observed by the elite alone. Plebian participation was, in fact, as 

distinctive an element of this festive occasion as the elite component discussed above. Even 

though the urban elite was increasingly becoming preoccupied with the fmer social graces 

demanded by civility, members of the elite continued to condone, even participate in, the 

sphere of popular culture cultivated by their social inferiors." The elite's interaction with 

popular culture demonstrated its active involvement and interest in preserving the customary 

and traditional relationship existing between the social orders in this period.'" This 

involvement with popular culture is especially evident on special occasions when the elite 

encouraged the lower orders of society to partake of the festivities. On Coronation Day, 

social interaction typically took the form of the elite providing the lower order with drink 

and entertainment. A recwrent phrase appearing in numerous accounts of Coronation Day 

festivities is: "the conduits ran with wine." Run they did, often for as long as the three 

hours recorded by a correspondent in LiverpOOl in 1702." The purpose of furnishing the 

people with liquor was apparently so that they could participate in the drinking of healths to 

the newly<onsecrated monarch. Although the members of the urban elite often drank toasts 

in the privacy of their assembly rooms, they met with the people at a public site, usually 

the Market Cross, to drink to the health of the monarch communally. Public toasts were 

essentially as important an aspect of the Coronation Day celebration as the elite's procession 

through the town, as is evidenced by the fact that the toasts were accompanied by well

orchestrated displays, such as "Vollies of Small -shot and discharging of all the Great Guns 

upon the Key and on board the ships in the River" or by "great acclamations and ... Drums, 

Trumpets and Musick playing."" 
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Besides drink, the elite frequently provided the populace with entertainments. 

During the 1702 and 1727 coronation festivities in Bath, the Corporation sponsored 

extensive processions featuring troupes of maids, morris dancers, prancing horses, military 

companies in full uniform, and bands." On the occasion of Anne's coronation. the elite of 

Manchester arranged a "Troop" consisting of ha)berdiers. 140 young men "each with white 

Wands in their hands," and musical accompaniment consisting of trumpets, kettle-tlrums and 

drums.'" 10 Bristol in 1727, Brigadier Kirk's regiment marched about the city and paraded 

in the main square. where they "fired many Vollies" to the delight of the crowd." The 

people of Lincoln were treated to "great Numbers of Sky-Rockets and other Fireworks were 

play'd off for several Hours together" during the celebrations marking George II's 

coronation." More typical were the huge bonfires erected in market squares, general 

illuminations, and the incessant ringing of bells that signalled the beginning and conclusion 

of the day's festivities. These more common features of Coronation Day celebrations were 

all typical aspects of the popular culture in which both the patrician and plebian orders 

participated during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.36 Coronation Day 

celebrations of this period were as valuable to the elite. which used the occasion to display 

their power. status and solidarity. as they were to the common people. who were 

acknowledged as a vital part of urban society through their inclusion in the civic ceremony. 

The transformation of the civic ceremonies celebrating the coronations of the 

mid-eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries resulted from changes in the composition of the 

urban elite, its response to the increasingly acute problem of urban poverty. and the 

reevaluation of its attitude towards popular culture. The impact each of these developments 

had upon particular aspects of coronation celebrations, and the general nature of this 
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occasion, will be discussed in tum below. 

In the course of the eighteenth century the urban elite was redefmed through the 

growing cohesion between the upper and middling strata of English society. The urban 

middling ranks (shopkeepers, small businessmenl minor merchanls, traders and dealers, 

builders, small master craftsmen, lesser professionals, authors, journalists, clerks and 

government officials) grew considerably and, by the later half of the eighteenth century, had 
.' 

considerable economic clout, growing confidence and social assertiveness. As the gentry 

began to withdraw from urban affairs, this emerging middling class began to take their 

place, creating an alliance with the "old guard" of the urban elite, the great merchants and 

urban professionals. Together, these two groups, the established urban rulers and the 

newcomers, formed the urban elite which wielded economic, political and social power in 

the towns and cities of England during this period.37 

The composition of the new urban elite was delineated in the form of Coronation 

Day celebrations in 1761 and 1821. On the occasion of George Ill's coronation, 

acknow ledgement of the emergence of the middling rank into the upper reaches of the 

urban hierarchy was, judging from the Coronation Day activities, rather ambiguous. In 

Liverpool, the procession through the town was formed by the Corporation and 500-600 

gentlemen; the "principle Tradesmen" were, however, invited to attend the several house 

parties held that evening where they rubbed shoulders with gentlemen and merchants. In 

Manchester, the Corporation permitted the city's craftsmen to stage a separate procession: 

"the Workmen in the several Branches of Trade, being formed into Companies, with their 

proper Emblems and Devices, went in Procession through the Town." The Corporation held 

their own procession that afternoon. At Bath, several trade companies were permitted to 
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precede the Mayor and the Corporation in the procession to the Abbey Church." With the 

exception of Bath, it does not appear that the middling rank had been entirely assimilated 

into the ruling elite. By 1821, however, the middling rank's quest for status seems to have 

been given the consent of the traditional urban elite. Various trades, benefit SOCieties and 

officers of the excise and customs were aUowed, to join the Corporation, merchants and 

some gentlemen in the procession through the streets of Liverpool, and to partake of the 

dinners held at the Townhall and the Liverpool Arms Hotel. Of the 15,000 participants in 

Manchester's grand procession from Sf. Ann's Square to Ardwick Green, 9,000 people. their 

professious proclaimed by 101 banners, belonged to the "trades." Here, too, the Corporation 

permitted them to partake of refreshments with other members of the urban elite. A few 

trades also joined the Corporation, the military and the merchants in a procession through 

the streets of Bristol." The growing inClusion of representatives of the middling ranks into 

the elite elements of Coronation Day festivities demonstrates the extent to which the 

membership of the urban elite was transformed by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries." 

Civic celebrations of the coronation in 1761 and 1821 also demonstrate how the 

urban elite was mobilizing its resources in an attempt to cope with rising levels of poverty, 

and how their attitudes toward the destitute were changed in the process. The rapid 

economic and demographic change that accompanied industrialization in the course of the 

mid to late eighteenth century took an immense toU on the lower orders everywhere in 

England, but nowhere more so than in the towns and cities. In response to growing 

urbanization and increasing numbers of people, the very nature of relief was transformed. 

Personal charity necessarily gave way to institutionalized forms of giving. An antiquated 

administrative structure meant, however, that the elite's efforts to deal with growing numbers 
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of the poor in the late eighteenth century were ultimately frustrated; money was poured into 

the poor rates without any visible signs of ameliorating the problem. Blue Coat schools, 

hospitals, and work houses were developed. These charitable institutions subjected their 

inmates to strict regimes in an attempt to educate the poor in the habits of industry and 

piety, to teach them to help themselves. lbis was clearly an inadequate solution. All the 

charitable institutions really succeeded in doing, with the aid of residential zoning, was to 

sever any contact the rich had with the poor, in the process destroying the paternalism 

members of the elite had traditionally demonstrated toward the less fortunate members of 

the community. The economic and demographic crisis of the late eighteenth century was 

not brought under control and charity took on a distinctly less humane face." 

Civic celebrations such as that occasioned by a coronation provided the urban elite 

with an opportunity to symbolically demonstrate the charity they ordinarily attempted to 

provide for their social inferiors. The general practice of regaling the poor with food and 

drink on Coronation Day appears to have begun in 1761 when the parishes, the various 

Corporations and the custodians of charitable institutions all took action to see to the needs 

of the less fortunate. In Norwich, for instance, the poor were "generously entertained in 

their respective parishes" through the "voluntary contributions of the inhabitants in general." 

The Corporation of Liverpool took the lead when the Mayor ordered that oxen be roasted 

and thirty barrels of strong beer be distributed to the people. An ox was roasted and 

hogsheads of beer were distributed in Bath. Manchester's civic leaders organized the 

building of three stages from which roasted oxen and sheep, and "a Number of Barrels of 

Beer and Wine," were distributed amongst that city's burgeoning populace:" Although 

parish philantrophy continued to be demonstrated, such as in Bristol where bread, cheese, 

and money was doled out to the poor, the Corporations and charitable institutions managed 
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most of the charitable acts of Coronation Day, 1821. Considered "a characteristically 

generous offer to the local poor," roasted oxen and drink was a mainstay of local 

governments' contributions to the poor. Dead oxen, decorated with ribbons and "a gilt 

crown placed on the horns" were carted in grand parade through the streets of Newcastle. 

Before they were stuffed with potatoes and spitted, the oxen were publicly weighed so that 

the exact dimensions of the Corporation's generous bounty may be ascertained and reported. 

They were then taken to central locations for roasting and distribution. Similar scenes were 

enacted in Norwich and Manchester.'" Charitable institutions, with the help of gentlemen's 

donations, were also busy on Coronation Day to remind everyone of the work they 

performed throughout the year. The charity school children of Manchester were "taken by 

their kind Patrons and Guardians to their respective schools, were they were bounteously 

served with beer, negus, and other refreshments." ln addition, they received "a handsome 

Coronation MedaI...at the expense of the inhabitants of Manchester and Salford." ln 

Lincoln, some 430 children of the National School were "very liberally regaled in the 

school-room, which was decorated for the occasion." Once again, the elite seems to have 

been very pleased with its efforts because a description of the quantity and the quality of 

the food the children consumed was released to the press: "407 lb. of excellent plum

pudding, and 243 lb. of beef, were consumed on this occasion; as also 20 pecks of 

potatoes, 8 stone of bread, and two hogsheads of beer; and every child ... carried home an 

additional plateful out of the feast." institutional charity was mobilized to a similar extent 

in Newcastle, where the children of the charity schools "were provided with a substantial 

dinner ... and a half pint of ale each, to drink the King's health," the "inmates" of the 

corporation hospitals received 5 s. each, and the poor house residents ate "a dinner 

extraordinary of roast beef and plum-pudding, with one pint of ale each, to drink his 

Majesty's health,'''' The urban elite exploited this occasion to the best of its ability in an 
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attempt to suggest how a paternalistic relationship with urban society's loss fortunate had 

beeD maintained. 

In an apparent attempt to highlight their concern for the poor and the unprivileged, 

the urban elite occasionally shared their most effective vehicle of power and authority, the 

proceSSion, with the lower orders. The tICSt recorded instance of this practice amongst the 

cities selected for this survey occurred in Uverpool in 1761, when "a company of invalids" 

joined the Corporation's procession from the Mayor's House to the Exchange. Children of 

the National School were also included in the procession through the streets of Lincoln on 

Coronation Day 1821. In Manchester, the local officials saw fit to mount two separate 

proceSSions. One, the grand procession, only featured representatives of the urban elite. 

The other, h~ld earlier in the day, was made up of military bands, municipal officials, 

members of the local ecclesiastical establishments, and the heads and children of the city's 

numerous schools and institutions. The correspondents for two newspapers, The Manchester 

MercUO' and The Manchester Guardian. enthusiastically described the order in which 

representatives of the various institutions marched, the names of the patrons and the 

custodians, the banners carried before each group, and descriptions of the clothes the 

children wore on this special occasion. Both correspondents were taken with the decorum 

and civility they felt the children demonstrated, but the Guardian correspondent perhaps best 

captures the sense of self-pride and accomplishment the urban elite evidently felt when the 

fruits of their labour where presented to them in such a slage-managed and hyperbolic 

fashion: 

We have seldom witnessed a scene which gave us so much pleasure, as that which 
we have here been faintly attempting to describe. The immense number of the 
more humble class of our fellow subjects in this Vicinity, who are receiving from 
the care and Charity of their wealthy and benevolent neighbours, a valuable and well 
grounded education - the important moral advantages which their education involves 
- the cleanly appearance of the children who were assembled - the neatness of the 
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dress, both of boys and girls, but particularly of the latter - and their quiet and 
orderly demeanour - all these together gave birth to a train of reflections, and hopes 
of a most gratifying and animating character. He, indeed, who could look upon 
such a sceue without emotion, must have been more or less than man.'" 

Through essentially symbolic gestures of charity and their association with poor under the 

ideal, and theatrical, circumstances afforded by the convention of the procession, the urban 
, 

elite manipulated Coronation Day festivities in order to pontificate upon their virtues as the 

supposedly paternalistic ruling class. 

Coronation Day celebrations in 1761 and 1821 also bear the mark of the cultural 

differentiation of the urban social orders whlch developed in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. The urban renaissance that helped solidify the ranks of the elite in the 

early eighteenth century had, by the latter decades of the 17oos, served to distance the elite 

from the general populace. Momentum gathered as the members of the middling rank 

aspiring to social leadershlp took steps to culturally separate themselves from the lower 

orders beneath them. With the increasing sophistication of industrial organization, 

furthermore, a concerted campaign against popular recreations was initiated. Propertied men 

attempted to curtail the more passionate and boisterous activities of their employees in an 

effort to inculcate in the people the moral qualities of industry, frugality and sobriety 

underpinning the regime of labour discipline that helped mould a more steady and 

productive labour force. The combined effects of the elite's quest for cultural differentiation 

and the concerted campaign against popular recreations distanced the urban elite and the 

common people from one another to such a degree that a new source of social tension was 

created .... 
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Upon first appearances, the activities of the urban elite away from the general 

population closely resemble the private celebrations of their status, authority and power that 

their forbearers held on Coronation Days of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries. The leaders of Liverpool society, for instance, gathered at the Town Hall, where 

"a most elegant and neat cold collation was set Dut" before retiring to the Exchange for a 

ball and the drinking of heaJths, bringing to a close their observance of George ill's 

coronation. Similar activities - dinner, drinking and dancing - were held at similar venues -

inns, lownhalls, assembly halls and Exchange buildings - in Manchester, Norwich and 

Bath.'" Elite gatherings were of the same nature in 1821, though the scale of the activities 

had grown immensely: 200 guests, consisting of members of the corporate body, officers 

and gentlemen, sat down to "a grand civic dinner" at Newcastle's Mansion House; 

meanwhile, 250 invited guests dined in the assembly rooms of Bristol's Council House:" 

What fundamentally separates the elite's activities on Coronation Day in 1761 and 1821 

from their predecessors' is the marked reluctance to venture out amongst the populace. 

Whereas the elite in the earlier period joined the people at a prominent locatioo in the city 

centre, usually the market place, for a public drinking of healths to the new monarch and 

the royal family, the urban elite of the later period did not drink public toasts in any of the 

cities studied. In some instances, the urban elites, particularly in 1821, compensated for 

their reluctance to celebrate with the people by staging various divergences. In Lincoln, the 

North Lincoln militia carried out manoeuvres on Cornbill and fired three vollies for the 

assembled crowd. The Corporation of Newcastle also abstained from public toasting but 

was apparently determined that the people do so. A great ale fountain, nearly twel ve feet 

high, was erected in the Old Fresh Markel. It was adorned with the legend "King George 

IV" and anns of the town (strategically located above and below the ale spout, respectively) 

and surmounted by a "handsome crown on a crimson velvet cushion. "'9 Except for small 
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concessions such as these, the elite was conspicuously absent from public revelry. 

In addition to withdrawing themselves from the public sphere of celebration, the 

urban elites took steps to ensure that public festivities did not degenerate into disorderly 

behaviour. Curtailment of the traditional popular modes of merrymaking is a recurring 

theme in the accounts of the 1761 and 1821 Coronation Day celebrations, representing 

another chapter in the ongoing campaign. against popular recreations. Two victims of 

cultural suppression were the bonf"lfe and flfeworks. Omnipresent in the late seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries, these modes of celebration are scarcely mentioned in the 

Coronation Day accounts of 1761 and 1821;'· restriction of these rather more boisterous 

forms of celebration appear to have been effective." The ringing of bells and illuminations, 

on the other hand, appear to have been graced by official sanction. The lower orders, 

however, do not seem to have patronized these traditional forms of celebration. Perhaps 

this was because they had been appropriated by the elite. Bell-ringing appears to have 

occurred, on the orders of the elite, to mark the beginning and the conclusion of the day's 

festivities. lllumination typically graced the windows of public buildings and the homes of 

the more prominent members of society. Deprived of popular forms of expression through 

a combination of curtailment and appropriation, the lower orders were stripped of the means 

to celebrate Coronation Day in the ways they were accustomed. This occurrence epitontized 

the manner in which the celebration of Coronation Day had been transformed from an 

occasion on which the elite and the lower orders could both derive pleasure and 

demonstrate their separate identities, to on in which ouly the elite's sense of corporate 

identity, civic responsibility to the poor, and notions of acceptable forms of celebration were 

given expression. By the late eighteen and early nineteenth centuries, Coronation Day 

celebrations had little of significance to offer 10 the lower orders; they had been effectively 
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shut out from the celebrations. 

The social tensions that accompanied the growing exclusion of the common people 

from Coronation Day celebrations can be detected in newspaper accounts that otherwise 

attempt to represent the festivities as consensual, not conflictual, in nature. Accounts of 

coronation celebrations during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are unanimous in 

their assertion that the occasion was one in which people of all social ranks participated, 

apparently without reservations. James U's coronation was reportedly celebrated in Bristol 

with "all demonstrations of a general satisfaction." In Manchester, the event was "observed 

with all imaginable expressions of Joy and Duty," while in Norwich the people issued 

"testimonies of Joy and true Loyalty."" Anne's coronation was also reportedly celebrated in 

an unanimous fashion. In Lincoln the people offered "hearty and unanimous Acclamations 

and Prayers for a long and prosperous Reign," and in Manchester there were "the utmost 

Expressions of Gratitude to God, and Loyalty."" Quite often the writers used superlatives 

in an attempt to express the general consensus underpinning the celebration of these 

occasions. In 1685 the Newcastle correspondent wrote that the people were everywhere 

"endeavouring to excel each other in demonstrating their abundant Joy and Satisfaction upon 

so great an Occasion." Celebrations in Bristol for George II's coronation allegedly exceeded 

any made there "in the Memory of Man," while in Liverpool there were "all Demonstrations 

of Joy imaginable, the like never seen here before."" What distinguishes the accounts of 

the 176l Coronation Day celebrations from these earlier accounts is a concern to indicate 

that the festivities were held without incident. The account describing the celebration in 

Manchester in 1761 concludes upon such a note: 

... not withstanding so many Thousand People were assembled, there was not the 
least Disorder or Tumult - An undeniable Proof of their Affection for the best of 
Kings. 
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The same sentiment was echoed by the Liverpool correspondent: 

The day and night was spent with that joy, spirit and harmony, throughout all ranks 
of people, that we don't hear that any accident or outrages have been done or 
happened to any persons or houses." 

Both these accounts appear to communicate the ruling elite's . great sense of relief that the 

festivities, which they apparently feared might I]e marred by interference on the part of the 

lower orders, passed without incident. The concern demonstrated by the urban elites of 

Liverpool and Manchester illustrates how the authorities were increasingly aware of the 

possibility that coronation day celebrations were just as likely to promote popular dissension 

as consensus. 

In 1714 and 1821, the worst fears of the ruling elite were confirmed. On each 

occasion, the literature of coronation day celebrations contains accounts of the disruption of 

civic ceremony, and, on a few occasions, the outbreak of riot. The nature of the crowd 

actions on each of these two coronation days are markedly different, however, and reflect 

the transformation the form of coronation day celebrations underwent between the early 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

Approximately thirty disturbances were reported across England on the day of 

George I's coronation. Two of these incidents occurred in Norwich and Bristol. Like the 

majority of disturbances on 20 October 1714, the Norwich and Bristol episodes occurred 

due to party strife and fissures in the urban elite." In Norwich, several "Gentlemen of the 

High Party" refused to join the coronation day procession. That evening, several prominent 

Tories "headed a Mob" that descended upon the celebratory bonfire where they countered 

huzzas for King George with declarations for "Bene and Berney," the standing members. 

Some even "had the impudence to cry, God d--n King George, pull off their Knots."" In 
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Bristol, however, intense political differences fuelled riot. Prompted by the rumour that the 

Whigs intended to burn Dr. Sacheverell in effigy, a Tory mob numbering 500 was led to 

search the homes of two zealous Dissenters. Windows of the Whig under-sheriff's residence 

were broken en route. A riot broke out in front of one of the effigy's suspected hiding 

places. One Quaker cordwainer was killed, sevc:ral gentlemen were injured and sixteen 

people arrested." As Nicholas Rogers points out, these two disturbances should be 

interpreted within the context of the "invigoration of political festival" which emerged after 

George I's accession in August 1714, "a contentious political culture to which all classes 

were party."" 

The disturbances which marred the celebration of Coronation Day 1821 were, on the 

other hand, decidedly popular in nature. Between 1714 and IS21 the urban lower orders 

had become increaSingly politicized and involved in the political arena in an organized 

manner. Whereas John Wilkes had shown the way in the 176Os, this process was 

accelerated with the emergence of urban radicalism and the call for the (male) universal 

franchise in the 1790s, and by the discontent spurred by the increasingly poor quality of 

urban life and the economic depression of the years which followed the cessation of 

hostilities with France in ISI5.'" The incidents of Coronation Day 1821 demonstrate both 

the lower orders' growing disenchantment with the elite's control and management of urban 

politics, economy and culture, and their opposition to the way the elite shaped the form of 

coronation celebrations to suit their own needs. 

In his study of crowd phenomena in the early nineteenth century, Mark Harrison has 

discovered that the elite interpreted crowd behaviour to be "correct" if it was deferential in 

nature, and "incorrect" if they initiated unauthorized or unofficial celebration. For the elite, 
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the "crowd" ceased to be the crowd, and became "the mob," once the people had ceased to 

be spectators and became participants in activities that were not part of the official agenda 

or programme." In 1821, the crowds that gathered in urban centres 10 walCh the elite 

celebrate George IV's coronation demonstrated their dissatisfaction with elile hegemony and 

manipulation of the festivities in various ways add to differing degrees of intensity. While 

the lower orders of Manchester and Bristol were not particularly active in "unofficial" 

activities, their refusal to wholeheartedly join in with the celebrations and what they 

represented to the elite was signified by their declared support of Queen Caroline. The 

Manchester Guardian reported that trades participation in the procession through the city 

was not as general as it might have been because "for them to assist in the celebration of a 

coronation from which the Queen was excluded, would seem to imply an approbation on 

their parts of the proceedings against her Majesty." The Manchester crowd also signified its 

allegiance to the Queen. As the procession entered Ardwick Green, the military elements 

sent up a cheer, "bnt few, if any, of the spectators joined with this demonstration of 

enthusiasm." That night the people shouted for the King as long as the beer las led, "bul as 

soon as it was done, they, ungralefully, forgetting the lessons just taught them, senl up a 

spontaneous chorus of God Save the Queen."'" Similar tactics were employed by Bristol's 

crowd. Little public enthusiasm was demonstrated by the crowd during the procession, and 

so "the pageant passed through the street in all the silent dullness of a funeral procession." 

In the evening cries were heard in the street in support of the Queen, and no windows were 

broken in the houses that did not observe the call for a general illumination." 

Crowds in Liverpool and Newcastle were more demonstrative of their support for 

Queen Caroline, matching the imagery employed by the elite with imagery of their own. 

As in Bristol and Manchester, the Liverpool procession was greeted by an unenthusiastic 
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crowd, and so it moved along "self<beered and self-elated, altogether unmarked by those 

bearty rounds of general applause and enthusiasm, whicb we have so often witnessed in the 

processions of the independent freemen of Liverpool." In addition, a number of spectators 

beld banners proclaiming their support for the Queen." The crowd's imaginal assault was 

far more pointed in Newcastle. The wine fountain the Corporation bad erected in front of 

the Excbange was one object of the crowd's assault upon the elite's celebrations. The gilt 

crown whicb graced the pinnacle of the fountain was dislodged "and after being well kicked 

about, was afterwards thrown into the river, to the great disappointment of a number wbo 

wisbed it put down the privy at the High Crane." Healths to the Queen were "drank 

repeatedly, with mucb enthusiasm" and a placard "expressive of respect for the Queen" was 

posted before the fountain and trougb were entirely demolished. The crowd's abuse of 

facilities intended for their celebration of the King continued wben it turned its attention to 

tbe stage and grill in front of St. Nicbolas' Churcb upon wbicb an ox was roasted. At nrst, 

members of the crowd contented themselves with throwing the pieces of meat whicb were 

distributed to them back onto the stage. Eventually, bowever, the crowd forced the cooks 

from the stage and destroyed the grill. Afterwards, a sailor posted a sign reading "The 

Queen that Jack loves." The remains of that ox, along witb those of the one roasted in the 

Old Fresb Market, were "dragged down to the Mansion bouse, in order to be returned to 

tbe worshipful governor of the feast for tbe entertainment of bis friends. ,," By employing 

their own imagery, and subverting the imagery that elite bad developed. the crowds of 

Liverpool and Newcastle demonstrated their disenchantment with the orientation and the 

nature of the elite's coronation day celebrations. 

Lincoln's crowd was by far the most boisterous and bold. directly cbalienging 

members of the elite as they celebrated the King's coronation. Events began much as they 
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had in Liverpool and Newcastle: the crowd. which had gathered on Comhill to watch a 

military procession. drowned "the orders to the soldiers with loud cries of 'the Queen· ... and 

groans and hisses." By nine o'clock that evening a crowd had gathered out front of the 

Rein Deer Inn where a number of gentlemen. as was the established custom. had gathered 

in private to observe the great occasion with dilJner and drinking. At frrst. members of the 

crowd demonstrated their displeasure by scattering "the dirt of the street" upon arriving 

guests. The Mayoress and her woman companion were singled out for special treatment; 

"large quantities of filth" were thrown at them. Hostilities escalated to the point where 

stones were thrown through the inn's windows and the gentlemen inside verbally insulted. 

A few gentlemen ventured out to face the crowd but their numbers were insufficient to be 

very effective in deterring the crowd from its course of action. In fact. their presence only 

incited the crowd further. Between ten and eleven o'clock the North Lincoln militia and a 

recruiting party finally arrived to defend the beleaguered occupants of the inn. When the 

crowd would not voluntarily dispense. the riot act was read. The Mayor was fmally forced 

to order the military to clear the square. which it did with impunity: both aggressive and 

passive, spectating elements of the crowd were injured. Only two of the riot's instigators 

were apprehended, and later tried." The Lincoln riot on coronation day 1821 marked the 

pinnacle of crowd hostilities on that civic occasion not ouly because the crowd forcibly 

opposed the festivities organized by the elite for the lower orders. but because it succeeded 

in disrupting the festivities the elite had organized for itself. Events in Lincoln illustrate the 

lengths to which the urban lower orders were prepared to go in order to voice its opposition 

to the elite's observance of an occasion which, marked both by the exclusion of the crowd's 

favourite. Queen Caroline, from Westminster Abbey and the primarily elite-oriented 

celebrations held in the provincial towns. symbolized the extent to which the elite had 

distanced itself from their social inferiors and had turned the reflective powers of civic 



ceremonial wholly on themselves. The primarily orderly and disciplined crowd actions of 

coronation day 1821, like the majority of direct popular actions in early modem England, 

were attempts to remind the elite of the social obligations the plebian class felt had been 

abandoned.6T 
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Judging from the accounts of the seven English towns surveyed, civic ceremony in 

celebration of the coronation in the 1660 to 1821 period was a stage on which perceptions 

and expectations of social hierarchy, order and community were enacted. Members of the 

urban elite monopolized centre stage, shaping the forn of the festivities to reflect their 

status, power, authority and solidarity. Room was made for senior members of the 

middling rank as they earned admittance to the urban oligarchy. The scenery and props 

were also primarily of their choosing: the tangible evidence of their contributions 10 the 

emerging urban landscape and the marks and badges of their rank helped communicale to 

themselves and others alike, the preeminent position in urban society they retained 

Ihroughout this period Civic ceremony on the occasion of the coronation IICst and foremost 

existed 10 serve the needs and express the ideals of the urban elite. 

Changes in the urban context spurred the transfornation of this type of civic 

ceremony. Until the mid-eighteenth century, the urban elite was tolerant and accepting of 

the plebian presence on the ceremonial stage. Coronation festivities were community 

oriented and intended to promote good faith between the patrician and plebian classes. 

Growing demographic and economic stresses, however, tore asunder the thin veil of 

paternalism and deference. The urban elite reorganized coronation celebrations into a 

spectacle in which its role in institutional charity was acclaimed on the one hand, and the 

growing social and cultural chasm between itself and the lower orders was dramatized on 
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the other. Plebian participation was severely curtailed. The new, officially sanctioned roles 

of the lower orders consisted either of being recipients of wealthy benefactors' charity or as 

an audience for elite~entred festivities." The most that the urban elite could ask for was 

compliance with these requests. Consensus can only be forged through reciprocal social 

relations: it cannot be forced upon a socially djsadvantaged class that was becoming more 

politically active and better organized. The lower ordered refused the passive role thrust 

upon them in 1821 and, to varying degrees, demonstrated their discontent with both the 

elite's hegemony and its usurpation of civic ceremony by championing Queen Caroline's 

cause, sallying forth to wreck the celebratory properties provided by the elite and, as 

occurred in Lincoln, violating the sanctity of propertied gentlemen's private celebrations. 

Civic ceremony in celebration of the coronation bad ceased to only serve as an example of 

patrician theatre and had been appropriated by the plebs as an occasion for their 

countertheatre of opposition and sedition." Although this development must not be 

misinterpreted as the manifestation of a revolutionary movement determined to upset the 

social hierarchy, it does serve to illustrate the extent to which the celebration of the 

coronation could no longer mask nor withstand overwhelmingly strong social tensions, and 

how this aspect of civic ceremonial ceased to masquerade as a consensual event. 
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CONCLUSION 

King William IV's coronation on 8 SepJember 1831 ushered in a new era in the role 

the morum:hy and the aristocracy played in English political and social life. The nature of 

the ceremonial developed for that occasion reflected the great magnitude of the changes 

redefining the monarchy and the aristocracy's previously unassailable position atop the social 

hierarchy. At a total of £42,298, William IV's coronation cost approximately one-sixth the 

amount lavished on George IV's coronation; "a due regard to the public purse" was certainly 

observed because the cost did not nearly approach the £50,000 Parliament had voted 

towards dIe expense of the coronation.' William IV's coronation also bore little resemblance 

to its predecessors in another important regard: for the first lime since 1689, the form of the 

coronatioo ceremony was drastically altered. Instead of commencing with the assembly of 

the peerage at Westminster, Coronation Day 1831 formally began at ten o'clock with a 

grand procession from the palace to Westminster Abbey. Following a route through Pall 

Mall, Chacing Cross, Parliament Street and King Street to the west entrance of the Abbey, 

the King and Queen (riding in the State Coach) and their retinue were enthusiastically 

greeted by a vast crowd that thronged the procession route. The people of London had 

simply not had such a fine opportunity to see their monarch on the occasion of a coronation 

since Charles II rode in cavalcade from the Tower in 1661. The other major alteration in 

the form of the 1831 coronation involved the elimination of the elite-oriented formalities 

traditionaDy held in Westminster Hall preceding and following the coronation service:' the 

symbolic elevation of the monarch, the delivery of the regalia, the solemn procession from 
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the Hall 10 the Abbey, the Challenge and the Banquet (with its attendant feudal services), 

all these aspects of the coronation ceremonial disappeared forever. Occurring on the dawn 

of the Refonn Act, William IV's recognizably "modem" coronation served both as a 

harbingec of the diminished power the Crown and the peerage wielded in the post-1832 

world, and as a herald of the ·popular monarcby" just then emerging! 

George IV's coronation, then, was the last of a series of ceremonies that both 

celebrated and projected the monarchical and aristocratic hegemony that was reestabliShed 

by the Restoration in 1660 and maintained throughout the eighteenth and into the early 

nineteenth century. The ability of the coronation ceremony to communicate essentially the 

same message for such a long period of time is explained by the conservative fonn of the 

ceremony. On one hand, the ceremony was conservative in form because it underwent very 

little adaptation. An important legacy was established in 1661 when the unique 

circumstances of Charles U's coronation demanded that a ceremony steeped in tradition, and 

carefully adhering to the ~ Reialis, be developed to suggest the triumphant resumption 

of monan:hical and aristocratic leadership after the tyranny of the Interregnum. Except for 

the altemtions desired by James U, the form of the coronation service underwent no major 

adaptations after the revision of the ceremony in 1689 when William and Mary were 

installed by Parliament after James vacated the throne. The coronation ceremony was also 

conservative in fonn, on the other hand, because it served as a microcosmic representation 

of the relationship between the monarchy and the aristocracy, while suggesting the 

legitimacy of their domination of English SOCiety. Although the form of the coronation 

fulfilled this role in 1661 and 1685, it is especially evident that it did so from 1689 

forward. The coronation ceremony primarily served to solemnize the mutual pledge of 

support that the monarch (by his swearing to the Coronation Oath, his anointing, and the 
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acceptance of the regalia) and the aristocracy (through its participation in the Recognition 

and the oaths of fealty and homage) committed themselves to within the framework of a 

Church of England service. Witnessed by representatives of the gentry, the City, the 

Anglican establishment and the judiciary, the coronation symbolized the political, social and 

economic solidarity and hegemony of "the Engljsh Ruling Class" that was forged in the 

early eighteenth century and prevailed until the Reform Act.' Numerous civic ceremonies, 

mounted by urban elites comprised of the gentry, merchants and leading professionals 

scattered throughout England, replicated the form, and the message, of the proceedings held 

at Westminster. From 1689 until 1821, the coronation took the form it did because a 

strong and vibrant patrician class used it to communicate and celebrate its status, traditional 

hereditary authority and leadership of a hierarchical society. 

The preparation and performance of the coronation enhanced the message conveyed 

by the form of the ceremony: the coronation communicated the elite's ideal of social 

leadership and order, and existed primarily to serve the need of maintaining social 

hegemony. The preparations of the coronation ceremony where made by the elite, for the 

consumption of the elite. This element could be maintained because the coronation's 

organizational apparatus remained essentially static: the Committee of the Privy Council, the 

Earl Marshal and the Lord Great Chamberlain, and the same departments of the King's 

Household planned, develOped and managed every coronation between 1661 and 1821. 

Although the extent and expense of the preparations varied according to the nature of the 

political situation existing at the time of the coronation, these were differences of degree, 

not kind; the greatest expenditure and care was expended on those preparations of which the 

elite alone partook, particularly those in Westminster Abbey and Hall. The performance of 

the coronation ceremony itself, despite careful planning and often enormous expense, was 
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generally inept in nature. 1bis did not, judging by eyewitness accounts, seem to bother 

members of the elite too greatly. Rather, their commentruy consistently emphasizes those 

features of the pedonnance that they found suggestive of their social predominance: 

unequalled wealth, authority and status. 1bis is exactly the impression conveyed by the 

preparation and pedonnance of civic ceremony in celebration of the coronation held in 

urban centres. On Coronation Day, in London and elsewhere, England's elite celebrated 

their status and authority in society by observing the consecration of a new monarch in an 

elitist, and primarily private, manner. 

It is difficult to determine the extent to which the coronation ceremony and the 

accompanying civic celebrations successfully inculcated amongst the common people the 

political, social and economic hegemony of the ruling class. For most of the period, the 

populace appear to have acquiesced to the message and the medium offered by this 

particular ceremonial occasion. It can be ascertained, however, that both the conduct and 

the content of the coronation ceremonial began to be questioned by the mid-eighteenth 

century. Previous to the 1761 coronation, Samuel Johnson criticized the private and elite 

nature of the preceding coronations, and suggested that the organizers of George Ill's 

coronation might take steps to make the ceremony more accessible to the people of London. 

As letters to city newspapers indicated, access to the ceremony was severely curtailed. 

Expectations were dashed again in 1821 when the organizers took additional efforts to 

secure the privacy and elite nature of the pedormance of the coronation. This trend was 

replicated in the provincial centres. Whereas the urban elite had previously allowed the 

lower orders to actively participate in civic celebrations, by 1761, and 1821 especially, the 

lower order's role on coronation day was relegated to that of passive spectating and dutifully 

receiving the elite's gestures of charity. The disturbances of 1821 indicate the extent to 
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which the urban lower orders rejected the elite's appropriation of the festivities and the 

theme of benevolence and concern the elite designed the celebrations to communicate. 

Disenchantment with both the coronation ceremony and civic ceremony celebrating the 

consecration of the monarch indicate the extent to which an essentially static type of royal 

ceremonial no longer had anything to offer to 1JI0st segments of English society. 

Except for the aristocracy and the uppermost ranks of English society, the 

coronation does not appear to have had the capacity to integrate different social groups by 

reaffmning common social values as has been asserted by neo-Durkheimian theorists such 

as Shils and Young. By examining the eighteenth-century coronation ceremony in its 

historical context, Lukes' interpretation that political and religious ritual and ceremonial was 

an insttument which reinforced and perpetuated dominant and official models of social 

structure has been vindicated. The primarily elite orientation of the form, preparation and 

performance of the coronation demonstrates the great extent to which the ceremony acted as 

propaganda on behalf of the rulers' value system. The coronation ceremony was an integral 

aspect of the system of dominant ideology - including the exercise of law, religion, 

education and military might - which the elite developed to maintain social order and 

political stability.' As English social and economic development intensified, however, and 

the traditional mode of English life began to pass away, there is some considerable evidence 

to suggest that the coronation ceremony began to be interpreted by different social groups in 

different ways. As has been noted, the coronation and its celebrations were occasionally 

met with indifference, even hostility. The coronation ceremony was therefore not just 

capable of reflecting and perpetuating the ties and bonds which held society together, but 

was equally capable, given a context of tremendous change and crisis, of giving expression 

to and playing out social tensions and strains. We simply cannot impose our romanticized, 
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twentieth~enlUIy view of the coronation onto the past: we must see it for what it was, an 

instrument of elite hegemony that increasingly came to be chalIenged in the decades leading 

up to the Refonn Act. 
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